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NEW SONGS
NEW DIVAS

Do you think you’re
what they say your are?

December 11 - 14

Holy Heart Theatre
Tickets: 579-4424 or
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Arts And Culture Centre
artsandculturecentre.com
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sick with a real illness! Thank you.” – JACKIE
“THE ‘HOOD ON THE HILL” ABOUT
SHEA HEIGHTS AS AN IDEAL
NEIGHBOURHOOD

appointment.” – DW
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friends, and coworkers that you are actually

AMELIA CURRAN’S VIDEO ABOUT
MENTAL HEALTH AWARENESS,
WWW.THISVIDEO.CA
“Great article! I am a professional in St. John’s
who has been dealing with [mental illness] for
too many years in silence. It took me 14-15
years to get the proper help I needed. I had
been to see 8 different psychologists and
doctors who all had various diagnoses from
bipolar to lying for attention. The process
was very much ‘find your own help.’ It’s pretty
discouraging when you are already very
unwell, and then need to motivate yourself to
keep going. Luckily I am working with a great
psychologist and doctor. I am really hoping this
awareness video gets the proper coverage it
deserves. It’s a video to represent the family
and friends that we have lost because of
mental health illnesses.” – SUNRISE1234

“Excellent story. A ‘have province’ should
‘have’ the necessary mental health services
required by those who live here. My heart
aches for those who are tormented daily by
mental health issues … including myself.”
– KIMBERLEY

“Great article. My beautiful son, my only child
lost his battle with mental health illness. He
never sought help, therefore he was never
diagnosed, due to the rotten stigma that
comes with having a mental illness. I love
seeing our community standing up for this.
I will fight until my last breath to help
make a change.” – J. TAYLOR
“This kind of publicity is awesome. I too am a
professional who deals with mental illness.
It’s hard enough to deal with yourself, let
alone having to educate (or convince) family,

“Thank you for all the kind but true remarks.
I can’t imagine living anywhere else. It’s not
Utopia, don’t get me wrong, but pretty darn
close: a place where you can rely on the
community to pull together in someone’s
time of need. A place where your child can
get the chance to be a child. We have a clinic,
pharmacy, old fashioned post office (that is,
with a person serving you). To me, this is a
place where it’s fun to grow up, and being only
minutes from a hospital, a place to grow old.
If I could describe this beautiful community
in just one word, well that would have to be
PRICELESS!” – H. TULK
“A hearty thank you for those lovely
descriptive words. I was born on the hill in
1944, went to St. John Bosco up to grade
eight, and made some of the greatest friends
in the world. Every time I’m in St. John’s I go
up to have a little gawk.” – E. MCCORMACK

Letter to the Editor RE: Your Stubborn Pride in Paying Writers

TO LIST AN EVENT:
listings@theovercast.ca

“I respect your noble quest to put money in your freelancers’ pockets. I know that freelance journalists cobble together a living by writing

Most capital cities in Canada have an
alternative paper that covers the culture of
their province, but few provinces have the
thriving arts scene, vibrant entrepreneurs,
and paper-worthy stories that our province
has to offer. Newfoundland’s culture needs a
voice and The Overcast aims to be this voice.
In addition to the ten sections of our monthly
paper, TheOvercast.ca posts fresh and
exclusive content on weekdays. All opinions
in this publication reflect the author of the
article, not The Overcast.

perks of not paying or paying less. Think about it, you could have triple the writers you have, if you paid them 1/3rd of what you are! Plenty of

many articles a week, for several publications, so kudos to you for being one of those paying publications. But you can’t just dismiss the
us just want the experience and opportunity to contribute. I am not writing you because I am bitter about your reply that you “strive to pay as
well as any provincial paper, and therefore have a cap on our monthly budget for articles.” If you turned me away as a potential writer for the
paper, you’re undoubtedly turning away many writers a week. Just imagine how much more content you could be posting on your paper’s
blog every day, and in the paper every month, if you weren’t limiting your number of contributors because you have to pay them!
I think your response to my position, namely this line, “ ... writing is a profession, and not paying people degrades the notion
that it is a profession: would you walk into a restaurant or a hair salon and say you’ll work for free ...” is a bit wishy-washy.
In conclusion, we are not all in the position you’re in of running a well-read and established community paper, and I feel you
have a responsibility to give more writers like me a chance to ‘get my start’ as a writer.” - BLANK

COVER CREDIT: Joel Upshall
UNCREDITED ARTICLES: Chad Pelley

theovercast.ca

Have something to say? Send your Letters to the Editor to chad@theovercast.ca
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fare-y tales part 2: The Oldest
Profession in the Oldest City

BY JOHNNY CAB

There were many girls who worked that
strip and others nearby. It was dark and

“Mandee” was standing on the
side of the road near a service
station in Kilbride. Soaking wet.
Her John had dumped her from
his pickup and she needed to get

had several places to conduct business out

BAY OF EXPLOITS
WITH ED RICHE

The Torrent
Runs Dry

of sight. It was also close to the client base
of downtown and easy for males to cruise

Commentary in Canada’s

unnoticed, for the most part.

mainstream media about

After a violent death on a nearby cul de sac,

the refusal of Netflix to

the frequency of transactions greatly reduced.

recognize the Canadian

A neighbourhood group formed to place a

back downtown. I recognized

light on the prostitution and drug business

Radio-television and

her. She was trying to hitchhike.

in the area. Nothing slows down the oldest

Telecommunications

profession like public awareness. It will be

Commission’s authority

I picked her up. She’s in her midtwenties, pretty and bordering
on petite. She is also street
smart and tough.

back though. You can count on that.
I haven’t seen Mandee or her pimp lately.
Hopefully she is all right and survived the high
drama of her profession. Him, I could care less
about. The prostitution business in St. John’s

“Tough night, Mandee?”

figures focused on
the regulatory body’s
anachronism.

is not conducted only on the streets. There is a
thriving business for some “high class” ladies

“ Not really, b’y. I didn’t want to come in

of the night who fly into the city and work it for

here though,” she said. A trick took her for

a week or two before returning to their real

a drive on which she did not want to go. “At

lives … enriched with thousands of dollars for

least I got paid.” Business was good that

their services. These women are not cheap.

night on the stroll.

There are also the locals who use Internet sites
to line up the johns and make house calls or

I knew Mandee was a mom. I had brought

by handing over audience

go to local hotels.

her and her kids to a nearby supermarket on
more than one occasion. Two beautiful kids.

Most taxi drivers in the city know the working

As far as I knew, her prostitution was not

girls, and are not judgmental. We tend to live

fueled by a drug addiction like so many of the

and let live. Their profession is dangerous. We

girls. Then again, you never know.

know that. They don’t need any more hassle
than they already get.

Mandee worked the Church Hill area.
Occasionally she ventured up to Longs Hill and

Why do they do it? There are many reasons.

Queens Road when the other girls who worked

Money underlies them all. Mandee probably

it were “busy.” Her preferred place to bring the

said it best as we drove along New Gower

johns was to a parking lot off Longs Hill.

Street towards her pimp. She looked out the
taxi window and pointed to some very attractive

Her pimp would hang out on the courthouse

people heading to George Street. “Cabby. I will

steps on Duckworth Street. I had seen him

get paid and paid well tonight, for what they

sit there many times. A sizeable fellow with

are going to give away for free. Now, who’s the

a continuous and saucy grin. He gave the

smart one?” She was grinning sarcastically.

appearance of trouble. He was known to
carry the tools necessary to enforce payment

That’s one way of looking at it I suppose.

for Mandee’s services if the john tried to

Drug addiction fuels a lot of prostitution in

get a free one.

St. John’s. That’s a topic for another issue.

The C.R.T.C., it was said, was fighting a
futile battle against an internet that ignores
national borders. The Agency’s days of
protecting the Canadian media monopolies
were over, consumers had won a pyrrhic
victory, no longer did profiteering
middlemen stand between them and
Honey Boo Boo. There was truth in that
analysis but it ignores the larger story.
Thinkers about the internet agree that
a consequence of the “one machine” is
that all things which can be copied will
cease to have commercial value. This was
evidenced in the collapse of the music
recording industry. Content was duplicated
and distributed without compensating the
creators, revenue streams dried up.
But aren’t as many CDs as ever being
made? Advances in, and increased
access to, recording technology make it
possible for anyone with a song in their
heart, melodious or tuneless, to put their
voice to disc. But there is no money in it.
Professional musicians continue to make
recordings but now, inverting the former

model, chiefly in support of their live acts.
The essential difference is that the record
business was a low capitalization, low
margin undertaking. Film and television
production is a high cap., low margin
business. While some technological
advances have decreased production
costs it still takes vast resources to make
a movie or a TV show. With profit margins
so low to begin with, the routine theft of
film and television content breaks their
budgets. In perhaps ten years it will be all
over for the movies as we’ve known them.
Who could have guessed that cinema was
the medium of the 20th century?
Netflix (and forthcoming clones’) original
programming is a loss leader to draw
people to their library. They license that
material at shocking discounts. While
some part of the catalogue material is
evergreen (far less than is the case with
recorded music) more of it is dated dross.
Anyone with Netflix knows how dispiriting
can be the experience of searching it for
something to watch.
To help make sense of their mad world
people will demand stories about it as
urgently as they ever have. Such is a
fundamental human need. Our current
circumstances mean that, unless fully
funded by the state or corporate interest,
movies will no longer meet this demand.
There will be the films by hobbyists and
sponsored screeds but the professional
practice of cinema, movies by people fully
dedicated to the media, will soon have no
means of being financed.
Stolen pictures are never viewed
communally but at home on the small
screen, within the bubble of pornographic
isolation surrounding one’s informetric
-gathering appliances.
The only way to “share” a play is to go to
the theatre and watch it together with your
neighbours. That’s where your story will
continue to be told. Book early as tickets
are scarce.
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CITY MATTERS
WITH SHEILAGH O’LEARY

school building that could fulfill a myriad of

have committed to such goals which can be

city purposes. At present, the field is not kept

seen on the City’s website:

5

up to any useable standard, and is now being

Church, State,
and Healthy
Neighbourhoods
I am a resident in what is known
as the ecclesiastical district, a

destroyed by neglect and misuse. Students

ACTION PLAN ON AFFORDABLE

from Heart and Rice can no longer use the

HOUSING - A NEW PLAN IN 2014

field even if they wanted to; nor can local
residents.

A Target of 500 Homes. In 2014, MACAH
created a Housing Business Plan entitled

rather than having to travel by car to a box

Let’s look at the Envision Municipal Plan

‘Creating Opportunities: Housing Our

draft report that has been developed over

Community.’ Council adopted this plan,

the past couple of years and which is set

which sets the target of creating 500

to roll out shortly.

affordable homes in the city during their

store location? You bet I am, but the public
needed to have their input to help envision

current term (2014-2017). Meeting
HEALTHY NEIGHBOURHOODS’ GOAL

that target will require that the City

large, linear shaped parcel of

a supermarket development that without

land located in the centre of,

resident input would likely have been just

To design complete and interconnected,

and sustained effort, including other

another green metal box with no landscaping

walkable neighbourhoods with efficient

governments, faith communities, industry

or regard for local interests.

infrastructure, facilities and services,

and private residents. The City can’t do it

including a range of housing options.

alone, but it will lead the way.

required, and after public consultation with

Sounds like this is the perfect storm for an

So while the inactivity of prime church/state

residents, a Commissioner’s Report was

affordable housing scenario, to act upon the

lands continues, let’s ask our city councillors

meeting houses, and cemeteries.

brought forward to city council making

intent for mixed-use neighborhoods and

to take a pro-active role in negotiating with

It is also an older residential

several important recommendations

an opportunity for community space. We

the provincial government and landowners to

about the development and the decision-

know that the cultural, farming, and non-

walk the walk, as opposed to talking the talk

making processes that surrounded this

profit communities are starving for space to

on issues of mixed-use neighbourhoods and

neighbourhood. Overall, Commissioner James

conduct their business. The City has a pivotal

affordable housing initiatives with this city

Oakley’s report sought to accommodate

role to play in helping create the vision and

centre property.

and in one of the oldest sections
of St. John’s. The district
includes churches, convents,
monasteries, schools, fraternal

neighbourhood, one that has
seen massive development since
it became necessary for much of
this church land to be sold as a
result of dwindling parishioners
and legal suits. The times, they
are a changing.

engage many partners in a collaborative

In April 2001, a comprehensive plan was

development while ensuring that the longterm livability and heritage value of the area
was preserved, and that developers and city
planners remained open to neighbourhood
values and concerns. Thirteen years later,
condominiums continue to be built in a
market that has flattened, and the pursuit of

Within the span of a decade there have

a mixed-use community is not even being

been an overabundance of condominiums

discussed, let alone seeing any visible action

erected in this parcel of land, affording the

from city council.

predominantly middle to the affluent classes
to avail of convenient, centre city living.

Which brings me to the issue at hand: what

More power to them I say, but the question I

is the plan for the neighbouring, valuable

ask is where is our city’s plan for diversity?

McPherson property? Not unlike other

When I first moved into this neighbourhood,

schools, like IJ Sampson and Holy Cross,

there was a fervor of protest against the

MacPherson, a former junior high and then

development of the historic Shamrock

later an elementary school, closed its doors

Field into a supermarket – the Sobey’s on

as an educational institution in a wave of

Merrymeeting Road. Yes, and I participated as

centre city school closures. Caught in an

a new resident knowing full well that density

ownership quagmire, is it the Anglican

is a necessary planning reality in modern

Church who owns the property or is it the

cities, but also aware that open space is

Newfoundland and Labrador English School

virtually becoming extinct. I have always been

District (Provincial Government)? While the

a proponent of voicing concerns in an effort to

indecision and inactivity prevails, and potential

strike a balance in development goals, all as

developers quietly hide in the shadows, the

a result of healthy, and democratic discourse.

property boasts one of the few sports fields

Am I happy there is a supermarket there

left in the centre city with a structurally sound
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The Price of Power
Part two of a two-part
series on the electricity
system in our province,
and what it costs.

have even smirked as

provides an additional level of reserve in the

for extra costs from last winter’s unforeseen

oil prices dropped.

power system for this upcoming winter.”

expenses – citing $9,650,000 “of Capacity-

The new turbine is, to date, on track and on
budget to be running by early December, in
time for the extra strain Old Man Winter places
on our electricity system. Hydro is putting
it in as part of the requirements from the
Board of Commissioners of Public Utilities
(PUB), following their inquiry into last winter’s

BY MEGHAN MCCABE

widespread #DarkNL power outages.
Newfoundland Power says the PUB Interim

When we heard Newfoundland
and Labrador Hydro was
installing a new $120-million
combustion turbine generator
at Holyrood, many people said,
“oh, thank goodness!” and then,
“wait, what will it cost us?”
Those with oil heating may

Newfoundland
& Labrador’s “Vital
Signs” Revealed for
First Time
BY TERRI COLES

Newfoundland and Labrador’s
Vital Signs, an annual quality
of life report, was released
for the first time last month,
in partnership with Memorial
University’s Leslie Harris
Centre of Regional Policy

report was unsettling. “A lot of work is required
by Hydro and we understand that they are
working hard to complete this work,” with the
hope it’s done by early December as required,
says Michele Coughlan, director of public affairs
at Newfoundland Power.
According to the reports, this turbine should
indeed help keep our power supply fluid in the
face of adversity. Hydro vice president Rob
Henderson said, “Having this extra capacity

Newfoundland and Labrador
(CFNL).

That extra reserve is something NL Hydro

2014 to minimize customer impacts of capacity

could have used last year during #DarkNL –

constraints,” in their application to the PUB,

along with properly maintained transmission

costs they say were not recovered in the

equipment and key pieces of its electricity-

existing rates. The application suggests that

generation process, as the PUB report stated.

cost recovery from customers start in 2015 and
last for five years. It doesn’t suggest how much

It should be clear this turbine is being installed AT

money would be added to your monthly bill.

the 40-year-old Holyrood site, not as part of the
plant itself. So it’s not a $120-million investment

A two percent increase previously requested by

with an end date just five years away, as Hydro

Hydro came into effect in July. Newfoundland

has said it will decommission the Holyrood plant

Power has no plans to ask for a rate increase

in 2020, after Muskrat Falls comes online. “The

this year, so Hydro’s applications will be the

Plan for decommissioning Holyrood in 2020

ones to follow.

is unchanged. The [combustion turbine] will
continue to be available to the grid, after Holyrood

Trouble is, we don’t yet know what kind of cost

is decommissioned,” said Erin Squires, NL Hydro

differentiation there would be – if any – if Hydro

senior communication advisor.

had maintained equipment where the PUB
report found it failed. Or if that would have any

All well and good, you say, but what about the

influence on how much customers will have to

cost? Hydro is applying to the PUB for a rate

pay now, that the extra costs from winter 2014

increase. They’ve applied for a rate increase

and the new turbine have already been spent.

Vital Signs is a national program for the

the bulk of its work, supporting community

None of the problems – or strengths –

Community Foundations of Canada, and

programs that help marginalized groups in

seen in the report’s findings have just one

similar reports are released across the

those areas, like single parents and seniors.

cause, Greenwood said. “None of this stuff

country every year. In its first year, the

“What Vital Signs has done for us is give us a

is the product of one dominant driver. It’s

Newfoundland and Labrador report looked

snapshot of where problems are and where

important to look at all these themes in how

at 13 key indices of quality of life in 13

strengths are,” Guy said, “particularly in rural

they relate to each other to create a high

regions of the province, including health,

Newfoundland.”

quality of life in our province.”

One challenge is that half the adults in the

Now that the report has been released, both

Harris Centre director Dr. Rob Greenwood has

province aren’t where they should be for

Guy and Greenwood hope that it leads to

been wanting to produce a report like Vital

literacy and numeracy skills. “‘I knew there

further discussion of both the findings, and,

Signs for the province for years now. About a

was a literacy problem in Newfoundland but

what can be done differently next year – for

year ago Greenwood saw the Halifax report

I didn’t know it was so substantial,” Guy said.

example, the next report could highlight new

through CFNL, and realized that was exactly

We also have the country’s highest provincial

areas of concern. “We’ve started what we

what he’d had in mind. The partnership

obesity rate--and perhaps more concerning,

wanted to do,” Guy said, “which is engage

between the Harris Centre and CFNL was a

seventy-five percent of the province’s

people who are engaged in the specific areas

perfect fit, according to CFNL chair Jennifer

residents don’t eat the recommended daily

we studied.”

Guy. “We both focus on improving quality of

servings of produce.

economy, and environment.

life in Newfoundland and Labrador.”

and Development and the
Community Foundation of

Related Supply Costs in the first quarter of

Newfoundland and Labrador Vital Signs
But the report also highlighted good-news

was distributed in newspapers through a

Many of the province’s challenges are

stories in Newfoundland and Labrador.

partnership with Transcontinental, and to

related to rural outmigration and the drop

For example, the province has the highest

organizations around the province. It can

in fertility rates, Greenwood said. Those

volunteerism rate in the country, as well as

also be found online at the CFNL website at

rural communities are where CFNL does

Canada’s highest median charity donations.

www.cfnl.ca.
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QUIDI VIDI/RENNIE’S RIVER DEVELOPMENT FOUNDATION, THE STOKERS ROTARY GROUP OF ST. JOHN’S
AND THE ST. JOHN’S ARTS AND CULTURE CENTRE PROUDLY PRESENT

November 26–30 • 7:30pm
St. John’s Arts and Culture Centre
BASED ON SHOLEM ALEICHEM STORIES BY SPECIAL PERMISSION OF ARNOLD PERL

BOOK BY JOSEPH STEIN MUSIC BY JERRY BOCK LYRICS BY SHELDON HARNICK
PRODUCED ON THE NEW YORK STAGE BY HAROLD PRINCE

ORIGINAL NEW YORK STAGE PRODUCTION DIRECTED
AND CHOREOGRAPHED BY JEROME ROBBINS
DIRECTED BY TIMOTHY MATSON ORCHESTRAL DIRECTION GRANT ETCHEGARY
VOCAL DIRECTION SUSAN QUINN CHOREOGRAPHY MELISSA MAYNARD POWER
STARRING: TERRY HOWLETT ABRA WHITNEY KIERSTEN NOEL KRISTIN MURPHY SARAH SMALL GRACE NOLAN
GRACE WALSH SIMON ALTEEN BRAD BONNELL JEFF SIMMS HARRY BOWN DOUG BOYCE IMELDA WINSOR
MEGHAN HERDER CAROL JOYCE GORDON STOCKWELL MARK HOUSE STEPHEN GOSSE
KEEGAN STOODLEY TREVOR BENNETT TOLSON BARRINGTON EMILY FOLLETT

Tickets: $32.50 • $27.50 students/seniors
group rates available, visit artsandculturecentre.com for more information

“FIDDLER ON THE ROOF” IS PRESENTED THROUGH SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT WITH MUSIC THEATRE INTERNATIONAL (MTI).
ALL AUTHORIZED PERFORMANCE MATERIALS ARE ALSO SUPPLIED BY MTI. 421 WEST 54TH STREET, NEW YORK, NY, 10019
PHONE: (212) 541-4684 FAX: (212) 397- 4684 WWW.MTISHOWS.COM
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334 Water Street
OPEN TUESDAY-SUNDAY
FROM 5PM-10PM
Closed Mondays

Adelaide Oyster House

A Fresh New Spot for St. John’s is a Fresh New Start for Stephen Vardy
St. John’s newest restaurant –

restaurants fake it with mall-bought decor,

Club). The dishes rely on the quality of

Sample small plates include albacore

The Adelaide Oyster House –

not one inch of Adelaide was faked. Every

the core ingredients and well-considered,

tuna tacos, salt and pepper squid with a

piece of wood, steel, and lighting you see

flavour-balancing pairings that allow the

sweet chili lime sauce, and, char-grilled

is either repurposed from story-worthy

inherent complexities of a few ingredients

octopus with an aji panca sauce and crispy

next to maintain the momentum

origins, or it was vintage bought. There are,

to speak for themselves. “We want to offer

local potatoes. If you’re not a seafood fan

of our booming food culture.

for example, doors with one hundred year

great food at a great price,” Vardy says. “It’s

and you’re being dragged there by a pile

old bone marrow in them, and every day for

all small plates, and the menu will change

of friends ravenous for these delectable

weeks, a steel wall was treated in a way that

a lot. It’s loud, boisterous, and lively; it’s not

seafood dishes, relax – the menu also

Adelaide focuses on imaginative small plate

tarnished it to match owner Stephen Vardy’s

fine dining, it’s fun dining.”

includes chips & house-made guacamole,

seafood dishes that let you share menu

vision for the space. In August, Overcast

items with friends, or sample a couple of

readers voted Vardy runner-up for “Best

The raw bar menu items obviously include

carrots, and pickled mustard seed, a crispy

dishes for yourself ... which is good because

Yoga Instructor in Town,” so you can trust

a variety of fresh shucked oysters on the

Korean chicken dish, and “kakuni” pork belly

with a menu like theirs, you’ll want to try

he knows a thing or two about feng shui and

half shell, but there’s some other exciting

with organic quinoa, pickled local veggies,

it all. They also have a selection of raw bar

how atmosphere affects experience – in this

items too, like “torched” albacore tuna, as

and a fiery-tart sauce.

options, and a creative cocktail list.

case, dining experience. Vardy jokes that the

in blowtorched tuna, served with crispy

biggest challenge of opening Adelaide Oyster

noodles, spring onion, and “Nikkei tiger’s

While the menu offers something for

But before you set eyes on the menu, you’re

House was “being patient” during the twelve-

milk.” The raw bar items also include

anybody with good taste in food, Adelaide is

likely to be struck by the decor; something

month overhaul of the old Our Pleasure.

scallop ceviche with puffed rice, ginger-

purposefully an exciting seafood restaurant,

is just what the city needed

short ribs with organic wheat berries,

scallion sauce, radish, and mint. There’s also

as that was Vardy’s goal: to fill what he

exactly one year. What was once Our

And the food? It’s the next logical extension

yellowfin tuna sashimi with lemon candy,

saw as a void in local seafood-focused

Pleasure might now be the most visually

of what’s been happening here (Mallard

jalapenos, and “really good olive oil.”

restaurants. That and the fact he simply

striking space downtown. While some

Cottage, Raymonds, Chinched Bistro, The

None of it costs over $16.

loves oysters himself. “They’re high prana

worth mentioning since renovations took

PHOTO: JOEL UPSHALL

RESTAURANT PORTRAIT
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Food Fact for the
Uncultured Townie
“Ceviche” is a dish involving
raw seafood, often scallops,
cured in citrus juices,
like lemon, lime, and
grapefruit.

food, and just so beautiful, naked and on

Not a ‘chef,’ a cook, and a proud one at that.”

their own. I eat an oyster and I feel charged.”

While St. John’s residents have come a long way

WORKSHOP SERIES
1x 90-MIN. WORKSHOP // 1 SATURDAY EACH MONTH

in embracing avant-garde dining, like the menus
To execute his vision, Vardy flew some staff

at Chinched, Mallard, and Raymonds, a large

members in from the mainland to help,

portion of the city’s palettes are still unrefined. It

including sous chef Phan Nhu Long, but he

remains a challenge to run a restaurant in a city

didn’t need a head chef, because Vardy himself

that tends towards familiar Canadian fare from

is a veteran of the food industry, with two

large chains on city harbour fronts or boxstore

decades of experience under his chef’s hat. This

lands, so it’s safe to say a number of townies

new venture is something of a coming out of

will say they don’t like octopus or oysters

retirement party for Vardy – he took the last two

without ever trying these things.

years off, to study, retreat, travel, and generally
re-charge himself. Many townies know him as

“Come with an open mind and open heart,”

their yoga instructor at Moksha yoga.

Vardy says. “It may not be for everyone
and that’s ok. There is room for all types of

The time away from the food industry also

restaurants, and we need them all. There

helped him plan his dream restaurant. “Opening

are seven billion people on the planet, so, to

Adelaide has really been about five years in

make everyone happy, you would need seven

the making,” he says. “I was so sick of the fine

billion restaurants, picking up what

dining world, and putting on a façade about

I’m putting down?”

who I am and what I want to be cooking, and in
what kind of environment. This concept speaks

As for the general atmosphere, he’s openly

to what I believe in. The right concept can pull

against stuffiness. “We want you to feel like it’s

anyone out of retirement. This feels right and

your home. You can be in here every day and

is long overdue for me, personally. It’s also in

feel welcome and warm. It’s small, it’s tight, it’s

my blood stream. I’ve tried to turn my back on

busy and loud. When you come and dine here,

this industry and escape it, twice actually, and it

please introduce yourself, the kitchen is open

doesn’t work. It’s who I am and always will be.

concept, I want to meet all of you.”

Curious about acupuncture?
I can help with that...

LEARN TO FLY WORKSHOP
LEARN THE BASICS OF ARM BALANCES +INVERSIONS ALL LEVELS WELCOME

SATURDAY. NOV. 15 // 2PM - 3:30PM 20 $ DROP-IN 10 %

OFF

FOR VIP
MEMBERS

VISIT: MOKSHAYOGASTJOHNS.COM FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

INTRO YOGA MONTH OF UNLIMITED CLASSES $40
OFFER VALID FOR FIRST TIME STUDENTS OF MYSJ

Gillian Hennebury, BA, DAc, RAc
709-743-7412 ○ advantageacupuncture.ca
info@advantageacupuncture.ca

ST. JOHN’S
223-233 DUCKWORTH STREET, ST.JOHN’S | 709.753.0206 | FOLLOW US ON
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SEASONAL RECIPES WITH A LOCAL TWIST

Juicy Pulled
Moose Sliders with
Partridgeberry
BBQ Sauce

heat and simmer for approximately 20-25
minutes, until the sauce is thick and reduced
by about one quarter. You can now use the
sauce to make the pulled moose. If you want
to make the sauce ahead of time, you can
place it in a glass jar and keep in refrigerator
for up to 1 week.

By Melany Otis & Elisabeth Luther

Pulled Moose
Preheat oven at 300°F. Place moose roast
with 3 cups of partridgeberry BBQ sauce in a
dutch oven with the lid on. The meat should
be partially submerged in sauce. Bake in
preheated oven for 3 ½ hours, or until moose
is tender. Using 2 forks, shred the meat into
small pieces and mix meat with BBQ sauce
that is in the dutch oven.

Moose hunting season is at its
peak and if you can get your
hands on a piece of moose,
here is a unique recipe to try.
This tender pulled moose is
coated in a sweet and tangy
partridgeberry BBQ sauce.
It is also lactose-free and
nut-free, with vegan and
gluten-free options.
YIELD: 8 portions
PREP TIME: 15 minutes
COOK TIME: 4 hours
INGREDIENTS
Partridgeberry BBQ Sauce
1 medium onion, finely chopped
1 can (28 oz) crushed tomatoes
1 cup apple cider vinegar
1 cup partridgeberries (fresh or frozen)
½ cup water
½ cup maple syrup
½ cup brown sugar
5 cloves garlic, minced
2 tablespoons dry mustard
2 teaspoons sea salt
2 teaspoons black pepper
¼ teaspoon cayenne pepper (optional)
Pulled Moose
2 lbs moose roast
3 cups partridgeberry BBQ Sauce (see
ingredients above)
PREPARATION
Partridgeberry BBQ Sauce
Combine all the BBQ sauce ingredients in a
saucepan and stir to combine. Bring to a boil
over medium heat, uncovered. Reduce to low

Pulled Moose Sliders
Choose your favourite bun (or a gluten-free
bun), place approximately 150g pulled moose
and top with your choice of toppings. Here are
a few topping ideas: dill pickles, baby spinach,
caramelized onions, sauerkraut, crispy
onions, potato chips, coleslaw, pickled beets.
Use what you have on hand and be creative!
You can also add some of the leftover BBQ
sauce to make your slider extra juicy.
Vegan Option
For a delicious vegan slider, you can roast
a spaghetti squash and mix 2 cups roasted
spaghetti squash with ½ cup BBQ sauce.
Reheat the squash with sauce in a pan for
about 5 minutes and serve on a bun with your
favourite toppings. This vegan option is so
delicious that even your moose-eating friends
will want to try it.
Melany Otis is the owner of the award-winning
catering company: Fine Food Factory. Elisabeth
Luther is a food photographer and the author of
the popular food blog Homemade Hearts.

FINE FOOD FACTORY
HOST A MEMORABLE EVENT!
Exquisite Food with
Creative Presentation, Private
& Corporate Catering
     finefoodfactory.ca           

HOMEMADE HEARTS
HEALTHY RECIPES EACH WEEK!
Original Creations with Stunning
Food Photography, Quick Meal Ideas
& Cooking Tips
homemadehearts.ca
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jasmine tea, herb teas and, yes, regular coffee.
The service is efficient and unobtrusive. A spot
to catch up with a friend, or hold a mug in your

Emily Deming on
Three Anomalous
Restaurants You
Maybe Haven’t
Tried
With so many new restaurants
opening (and old restaurants
getting make-overs), it can be
easy to forget about a spot
worth re-visiting. Here is an
update on three places that you
may be passing by every week.
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hand and stare out at the rain.
WEDGEWOOD CAFÉ

Food Flash

17 ELIZABETH AVENUE
Wedgewood, tucked between Pipers and

St. John’s Getting a Second Fix of Fixed

Lawtons, has an odd atmosphere. It is bright

It’s quite clear most townies have taken to Fixed as their go-to cafe. In fact, their

and open but in a way that feels like a nice

shop by the War Memorial downtown can no longer contain the city’s love of their

dentist’s waiting room. The food is all over

products. Co-owner Jon Howse says they’re opening their second location on

the place. With a War and Peace length menu

Harvey Road because they’ve simply outgrown their space on Duckworth. “Nine

(everything from fish cakes to lamb souvlaki) it

months of the year, we have long lineups and a serious lack of seating. It was never

may take a few visits to find what you like.
The tomato and avocado soup was
recommended as a good vegetarian (though
not vegan) option. It stood up to an omnivore’s
tastes. With the grilled cheese (plenty of
cheese, white bread, tomato and crispy bacon),
this is a pretty perfect diner style combo meal.
The Albacore tuna sandwich is also good.
The Chopped steak sandwich less so. I tested

our goal to have a cafe where we pump customers through as fast as possible.
We want to provide a quality product and a quality experience. So hopefully the
Harvey Road location will take some pressure off of Duckworth, and hopefully
the Harvey Road shop will be a little slower paced, allowing both the baristas and
the customers to focus on the quality of the coffee.” But they had a second reason
too, they wanted to be part of the great commercial node blooming brightly in and
around Rabbittown, including Saigon Bistro, Formosa Teahouse, and Kimchi &
Sushi’s new spot (which is open 5-10pm should you be wondering why they’re not
open in the day). “Suddenly we have a new neighbourhood in town! All we need now
is a couple of new retail shops on that strip.”

enough offerings to bet my life on the “gumbo”
FORMOSA TEA HOUSE
15 LEMARCHANT ROAD
Formosa sits within blocks of two fish and
chips staples, two Chinese restaurants, the
new Saigon Bistro, even newer Kimchi and
Sushi and (coming soon) the second Fixed
Coffee location. If you recently moved to the

being two things, not great and not gumbo.
Breakfast was largely unimpressive: eggs
ordered soft came out hard, caesars were
watery with no garnish, eggs Benedict was
served on a not fresh croissant. But the coffee
(Jumping bean) and (hand cut, fresh cooked)
hash browns were honest and likeable.

Higher Levels and don’t like to cook, you
picked the right ‘hood.

It all comes down to being a good diner (with
classic friendly but when-will-our-drinks-

Pi Pizza’s Meg O’Dea Never Too Good to Get Better
Pi’s Meg O’Dea clocked some time in at pizzeria-based culinary school on Staten
Island recently, called Goodfellas. “People fly in from all around the world to learn
how to make their pizza,” O’Dea says. Their names are Scot Cosentino and Andrew
Scudera, and during her six consecutive years attending a regular pizza competition
in Las Vegas (with notable success!), they’ve become friends of O’Dea. “They are
eight time world champions, and they offer a course in making their style of pizza,
sauces, and dough.” They also make their own buffalo mozzarella cheese, and
learning how they do it was the big draw for Meg. Goodfellas offers a sink or swim
style of schooling. “They teach you for three days, and then throw you in their
kitchen on the line to see what you have learned.” Restaurants, like food, are best

Formosa is the best deal for your money

come service) that has dreams above its

kept fresh, and clearly O’Dea embraces that. She brought “real” pizza to

in town. By a wide margin. It is fun and

station. Prices similar to local pubs.

St. John’s years ago, before we had the food culture we have now, and
instead of going stale she’s consistently raising her own bar at Pi for what

vegetarian. The menu of small dishes for
sharing has grown and improved since it

THE AFGHAN RESTAURANT

opened in 2012, with less TVP in less items

375 DUCKWORTH STREET

Overcast readers recently declared “The Best Pizza in Town.”

and the (slightly out of place) addition of a
bowl of spaghetti (for $3.10). The Dumplings

Afghan has a menu as straightforward as

atmosphere has softened. Small additions to

flavourful, with happy little caraway seeds;

(with Sinsen Herber!) were my favourite, but

its name. Similar to the perennial townie

the decor (soft woven table cloths, fresh paint,

perfect on a cold day. The rice is springy

the spring rolls, and sticky rice were close

favourite “International Flavours,” you can

wall hangings) have made it quite cozy. It is

basmati and smells nice. The whole tiny

seconds. This is finally (Taiwanese) “tapas”

order a samosa appetizer and then choose the

also clean and quiet.

restaurant smells nice.

you can afford to order more than one of.

vegetarian or non-vegetarian special. Unlike
International Flavours, you can also get a

Their samosas are crispy, flaky, and artfully

The kebabs come with a variety of meat, fresh

variety of kebobs.

covered in a tangy tamarind sauce with a

and grilled vegetables, and two naan breads.

The tea selection is the real draw (along with

bit of heat. The special is a korma curry and

They can be made into two complete meals.

can eat for a tenner?). The Taro Milk Tea is rich

The restaurant has been open for ten years,

lentils. The curry is not spicy or memorable

Ranging from $8.85 for the special to $12.97

and unusual. There is bubble tea, mocha tea,

and I have been coming for the last five. The

but decent salty lunch fare. The creamed (and

for a kebab with rice, these large meals have

coconut milk tea, green tea, black bean milk,

menu remains basically unchanged, but the

creamy) lentils are like a rich soup, herby and

a good bite-per-dollar ratio.

food for $1.80! Did I mention how much you
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Amelia Curran
Credits Studio
Chemistry for
“Pushing Her
Boundaries”
BY ERIN POWER

As she releases her newest
album, They Promised You
Mercy, Amelia Curran reflects
back on the process, the people,
and the production involved in
its creation.

music that remains true to Amelia’s lyrical

a really concentrated, cerebral process of

erudition, while adding lush layers and rich

creating the arrangements. At times it was

instrumentation to her music. “Michael was

me fighting against Michael’s interesting,

just a delight to work with,” Curran says. “In

freaky instrumental ideas and just wanting to

the beginning we talked about ideas and we

make folk songs or rock songs or whatever.

just had chemistry. I really think you can hear

I’ve often gone for the Ockham’s razor of

that in the album.”

production, and Michael didn’t do that” she
laughs. “But that’s half the point of working

That chemistry combined with incredible

with a producer. You want their stamp on it

musicianship from a hat trick of Newfoundland

too. He could have made a record that sounds

musical greats, Jody Richardson, Catherine

just like me or I could have made a record that

Allan, and Andrew Dale, to create a recording

sounds just like him, but you’ve got to meet

experience that supported an exploration of

somewhere in the middle where my stamp is

new sound and fresh ideas for Amelia. “The

on it but his stamp is on it too. It really proved

energy in the studio was so electric and static

to be a great partnership.”In the end, Amelia

you could just harness that and draw it in. I

is thrilled with the end product. “It’s still me,

wrote at least three songs that ended up on

but you know as an artist your biggest fear is

the album while we were in the studio. I mean

boredom, and ultimately you just hope that

I wrote ‘I am the Night’ [The album’s first

people are going to allow you that space to

single] on the second last day of recording, and

push the boundaries a little.”
to celebrate the release in Halifax, Montreal,

recorded it on the last day, and it surprised the
hell out of me.”

They Promised You Mercy will simultaneously

Ottawa, and Toronto. The time is now to see

drop in Canada, Europe, and the UK on

her perform her new tracks live, as after
Christmas, Curran heads overseas and will

Recorded at Revolution Studios in Toronto,

Working closely with Juno winning producer

November 4th. The official release show will

Curran partnered with producer Michael

Wojewoda through all stages of production

take place in St. John’s at Holy Heart Theatre

tour in Europe and the United Kingdom for

helped to marry their two visions. “There was

on November 8th, and then Curran hits to road

most of the winter.

Phillip Wojewoda and created a collection of

THANK
YOU
O’BRIEN’S
MUSIC

CONSTANTINES

NOV 29
ROCK
HOUSE

WITH SPECIAL GUEST

STEVE
MALONEY

SAT
NOV
08
HOLY
HEART
THEATRE

THE
WOODEN
SKY
SAT

NOVEMBER 13
ROCK HOUSE
$25 (ALL IN)

ON SALE NOW!
$25 (+HST+FEES)

$15 (+HST+FEES)
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The Method behind
the Utter Madness
of Rogues
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Sometimes the distinction isn’t even clear,
which might well be the point.

Gosse, Downey, and The
Once Take Two Trophies
Each from This Year’s
MusicNL Awards

The music is not rebellion as much as
it is embracing being an outsider, and
transforming that into something that makes
sense and that brings together others. “As
much as there’s a lot of new people showing
up, there are the same old faces who are

If Bob Dylan’s electric
guitar at the Newport Folk
Festival incited boos, Rogues
must be expecting a riot in

constantly there, and it’s kind of grown into
something more than just the five of us,”
Howard says.
The songs themselves, all original tunes,
are loud and raucous takes on boozy George

Newfoundland.

Street nights (“Fridays”), seafarers (“Captain

Or maybe, with their faces painted like a scene

(“New Newfoundland”), and even the women

from Braveheart, and their arms waving
Republic flags over thrashing punk riffs, driven
by a mandolin, they’re the ones leading the
riot. The St. John’s Celtic-rock-punk-anything
goes band have built up a following in the
city since forming just over two years ago,
partially because of the fact that their sound
– as much influenced by 500-year-old sea
shanties as The Offspring, Black Sabbath, and
Dropkick Murphys – is totally unique, and
partially because the energy and drive behind

every townie dreams about (“Pride of Torbay”).
There’s no doubt that Rogues have created
something that inspires more fighting than
foot stomping, but they do so with such
candor and tongue-in-cheek humour that it
would be remiss to exclude them from the
ranks of Newfoundland traditional musicians.
“We’re all so inspired by trad — we grew up
listening to that on the radio on Saturday
and Sunday mornings, and we have such
respect for that community. When we write
this music, we’re not trying to take away from

“We start the night with the same intensity

it in our own way. We wanted to be our own

show like it’s our last show,” drummer Nick

MusicNL is a vital support system for local musicians. They fund albums through grants,
promote and advocate for artists, and provide a slew of other services. They also have an
annual awards gala with more than twenty categories. This year’s weekend-long gala of
songwriter circles, live shows, panel chats, a NewFound Talent Contest, and even video
screening parties, happened during the last weekend of October, in Corner Brook.

William Jackman”), Newfoundland pride

each track is so genuine and infectious.

we finish the night with. We play every
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traditional—we’re trying to augment it or do
version of Newfoundland music for a newer
generation.”

Power explains. “The more energy we pour
out, the more they’re putting back into us.

It’s been a busy two years of bawling,

Dancing around, throwing each other around,

thrashing, and reinvigorating traditional

moshing, whatever they’re doing—the crowd

Newfoundland music, but Rogues have seen

is always as into it as we are,” guitarist John

their efforts rewarded. This summer they

Howard added.

released their debut, and shared the George
Street Festival’s main stage with Dropkick

Together with bandmates Chris Kearsey on

Murphys and the Motorleague, and last

mandolin, vocalist Leo Mulrooney, and bassist

month they were longlisted for The Overcast’s

Zach Hall, it’s sometimes hard to tell who’s

Borealis Music Prize, and, were shortlisted for

having the most fun: the audience or the band.

MusicNL’s Alternative Recording of the Year.

MUSICNL MUSIC AWARDS
There are 18 MusicNL music awards, and
4 acts were shortlisted for a whopping 5 of
them: Steve Maloney and the Wandering
Kind, Brianna Gosse, Sherman Downey
and the Ambiguous Case, and The Once.
But unlike previous years, there was no
sweeping this time. The awards were fairly
evenly spread over deserving acts.
FACTOR Album of the Year
Aera by Brianna Gosse
Group of the Year
The Once
Female Artist of the Year
Brianna Gosse
Dc Design Male Artist of the Year
Mick Davis
Rising Star of the Year
Steve Maloney and the Wandering Kind
SOCAN Songwriter of the Year
Sherman Downey
The Nickel Film Festival Music
Video of the Year
Chris Kirby for “Leave of Absence”
(Dir: Don-E Coady)

Gospel Recording of the Year
Dan Bursey
Instrumental Recording of the Year
Duane Andrews and Craig Young
Coast 101.1 FM Jazz/Blues
Recording of the Year
Hip Waders
Loud Recording of the Year
Monsterbator
Molson-Coors Pop/Rock
Recording of the Year
Sherman Downey & The Ambiguous Case
Urban/Electronic Recording of the Year
Hear/Say

MUSICNL INDUSTRY AWARDS
In addition to their proper music awards,
Music NL acknowledge “the people behind
the scenes, the people who help you look
good, sound good, help you with press,
and teach you how to play.” This year’s
winners were:
Industry Professional of the Year
Tony Murray

Alternative Recording of the Year
Cabbages and Kings

Media Person of the Year
Chad Pelley (The Overcast)

Steele Communications Celtic/
Traditional Recording of the Year
Aaron Collis & Emilia Bartellas

Outstanding Company of the Year
The Overcast

Classical Recording of the Year
Rob Power

Volunteer of the Year
Don-E Coady

Country Recording of the Year
The Secrets

Music Educator
of the Year
Adam Baxter

The Telegram Folk/Roots
Recording of the Year
The Once

Graphic Artist
of the Year
Jud Haynes

100
THANK YOUS

to whomever nominated
and voted for The
Overcast! And 100
more to our fabulous
contributors.
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A Mighty
Busy Time for
MightyPop
Lukas Wall on How
They Got Started
and Why They Keep
Doing it, Six Years
Later

with Halifax indie rockers Wintersleep as
the group’s bass player and tour manager.
When he made the decision to leave the band
and move back home to St. John’s in 2007,
Haynes’ home soon became something of a
residence for these friends in touring bands.
According to Haynes, it was Power’s idea
to start MightyPop, simply as a way to help
out these touring musician friends who were

PHOTO: JOEL UPSHALL
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visiting the city.
“Krista was like, we could easily help these
bands out. It’s not a big deal for us to put up
some posters, and for us to spread the word
and get people out to shows … that’s how

low as possible by having lean crews, being

despite this, audiences have been good, and

we started doing it,” Haynes says. “Basically,

smart with promotional materials, and using

the shows have been intimate, exciting, and

some friends were coming to town and their

much of Haynes own musical gear as possible

running smoothly.

month, three planned for this

shows should have been better than they

rather than renting. These choices make the

month, and several more in the

were, and really there was no one on the

bands a few more dollars, while keeping

Over the past six years, there have been

ground doing any work for them, so we just

ticket prices lower than most everywhere else

plenty of great MightyPop shows, and there

started doing it.”

in the country.

looks to be many more on the horizon for

MightyPop’s first shows began as low-key

There are some challenges that still face

upcoming shows can be found at mightypop.

affairs, almost exclusively promoting groups

MightyPop within the city, however. Haynes

ca or theovercast.ca, and tickets are available

that Haynes had previous connections with,

says that the lack of medium sized venues

at etixnow.com. As for promoting future

With three fantastic shows last

not-so-distant future, it has
been a mighty busy few months
for local concert promoter
MightyPop.

November and beyond. More information on

but the shows soon grew in to larger events

and persuading show goers to purchase

MightyPop shows, Haynes says, “I love it. I

Since its first show in 2008, MightyPop has

promoting acts from outside Haynes’ circle

advance tickets present challenges, but

don’t think I ever want to stop doing it.”

become one of St. John’s most active and

of talented, musically inclined friends. Slowly

consistent promoters, and these six most

the promoter’s name grew, and MightyPop

recent shows will count among the nearly 150

developed a reputation for regularly booking

that MightyPop has put off over the last six

excellent Canadian acts.

years. St. John’s songstress Amelia Curran,
gritty rockers Constantines, and dreamy folk

Despite all these successes, however,

group The Wooden Sky fill out MightyPop’s

promoting shows in Canada’s most easterly

November line-up, and reflect the kind of

city does come with challenges: geographical,

quality acts that local show goers have come

financial, and otherwise. “We kind of roll out

to expect from the MightyPop brand.

the red carpet here because getting acts to
come to Newfoundland is a lot more difficult

“I try to stand behind the acts that we

than almost anywhere else in Canada, other

promote,” says Jud Haynes, who runs the

than maybe the Yukon or something,” says

promoter along with his partner Krista Power.

Haynes, “so we have to try hard, we have to

“We don’t book bands that we don’t like. If

make it a destination for them.” He explains

it’s ‘MightyPop presents… [a group],’ then

that this trend is slowly changing, however. As

that [group] is somebody that I’m a fan of.”

word spreads about St. John’s atmosphere,

As both a musician and passionate fan of

hospitality, and burgeoning music scene,

music, particularly Canadian indie rock, folk,

bands are willing to sort out nearly any

and electronic music, Haynes’ keen ear has

financial challenges that accompany playing

certainly been a key piece of MightyPop’s

in the city. Newfoundland has become cool,

success.

bands want to come here now. If we can make
it at all financially make sense, then they will

It doesn’t hurt to also have a few good

come now.”

connections in the Canadian music industry
though. Haynes made a series of lasting

To make the shows financially make sense,

connections and friendships while touring

MightyPop strives to keep operating costs as

Earth Day.
Everyday.
Reduce time spent tying laces to zero.
Re-use comfy Blundstone boots in all
seasons and on all surfaces.
Recycle your closet-full of shoes
and boots by donating them
to those in need.
Refuse to buy disposable
fashion footwear
that’s here
today and
trash
tomorrow.
#1402 Green and Brown
with two-tone sole

Outfitters Adventure Gear 220 Water St
First Western Boutique 140 Water St
SoftMoc Avalon Mall 48 Kenmount Road
blundstone.ca
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Announcing The Overcast’s
Borealis Music Prize Shortlist
The Borealis Music Prize is The Overcast’s way of putting its money where its mouth is.
We are constantly impressed by the depth and diversity of talent here, and this is
one more way of supporting it.

The winner of this award
will receive $1,000 from The
Overcast, a slot in the 2015
Halifax Pop Explosion, and they
will play the closing night party
of the ECMA’s Eastlink East
Coast Music Week in St. John’s
this April.
The goal of the Borealis Music Prize is to
recognize uncommon talent, potential, or
striking originality in any genre of local music,
with an aim to give the winning act some
career-enhancing exposure. Borealis is a
contraction of Aurora Borealis, a fitting term
for an album that manages to shine brightly
enough to stand out among the 200 albums
recorded each year in Newfoundland.
In October, the following jury took our longlist
of 20 albums down to the 5-album shortlist
presented here. Lukas Wall (The Overcast),
Rajiv Thavanathan (The Overcast), Tom Power
(CBC), Jamie Fitzpatrick (CBC), Zach Goudie
(CBC), Alyson Samson (CBC), Angela Antle
(CBC), Tony Ploughman (Fred’s Records), Tara
Bradbury (The Telegram), Wendy Rose (The
Herald), Tom Cochrane (The Corner Brooker),
Bryan Power (Lawnya Vawnya), Andrea Vincent
(Lawnya Vawnya), Krista Power (Mighty Pop),
Mark Bragg (Musician), Katie Baggs (Musician),
Craig Collins (avid show goer), Samm Joy (avid
show goer), Jen Winsor (MusicNL), Bonnie
Fedrau (MusicNL), and Mike Heffernan (music
photographer and the author of a forthcoming
book on the local music scene). The longlist
and rules/dates for eligibility can be seen on
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To remove 100% of small-town,
everyone-knows-everyone bias, the
grand jury for this shortlist will be
a pile of respectable mainlanders:
John K. Samson (The Weakerthans)
Dan Boeckner (Wolf Parade
Handsome Furs, Operators)
Vish Khanna (Exclaim Magazine)
Stuart Henderson (Exclaim Magazine)
Matt Charelton (Pigeon Row)

our website. A third, grand jury will choose a
winner from the shortlist.

Meet the Award Shortlist
Many of the longlisted albums were within 1
or 2 points of making this shortlist. A Few Too
Many Moons by Boat Haus emerged as the
most commonly picked album among jurors,
and brother and sister Jake Nicoll (Run to the
Rocks) and Ilia Nicoll tied for 6th place for their
respective albums. Alas, here is the shortlist:
STEVE MALONEY
Steve Maloney is a classically trained singer
whose original take on the singer-songwriter
genre knows no bounds. From foot-stompers
to emotionally stirring ballads, this self-titled
album is far too sophisticated and solid to be
a debut, and yet it is. Clearly Steve Maloney’s
music career has more promise than a wishing
well, and based on the longlist jury’s votes,
Maloney is the favourite to win – he had 30
more points than any other shortlisted band.
JON HYNES
As for Jon Hynes, many locals know this jack
of many bands for his time in a popular St.
John’s act, Trailer Camp. But since moving to
Ontario, he’s been a busy multi-instrumentalist
for other revered Canadian bands, recording

and touring with the likes of The Hidden
Cameras, Evening Hymns, Hey Rosetta, and
The Wooden Sky. Jon dropped his solo debut in
June, and given his background, it’s no surprise
Watchful Creatures shines. His album skirts

bluegrass . And they’re clever enough to know
a good album, like a good book or movie,
needs some diversity via twists and turns in
tempo and pacing.

many genres, marking and reinventing each
with his own signature sounds.

FOG LAKE
This shortlist is rounded out by a young
musical savant, Aaron Powell, who records
under the moniker Fog Lake. Innovation is
the sign of a natural born songwriter, and
there wasn’t an album on the longlist as
strikingly original as Fog Lake’s brooding
album, Virgo Indigo. Ambient and pounding
with atmosphere, these quiet, subdued, lo-fi
recordings are haunting and evocative. As one
juror said, in a good way, “I can’t even listen
to that Fog Lake record because it makes me
feel too many feelings. Some songs actually
hurt my stomach.” That juror is not alone –
Fog Lake has YouTube videos with more than
200,000 views from people all over the world.

GREEN AND GOLD
It is no surprise to see Green and Gold’s The
Body Knows on the list; they’re arguably the
city’s hardest working band and it’s paying
off. In August, Overcast readers voted them
the best band in town and their album the
best of the year. The band write with great
care, and follow every rule in the recording
bible handbook, to craft properly built songs
that win listeners over more and more with
each consecutive listen, making their album
impossible to tire of.
SHERMAN DOWNEY AND THE
AMBIGUOUS CASE
On Sherman Downey and the Ambiguous
Case’s The Sun in Your Eyes, it’s clear these
Corner Brookers have perfected their penchant
for catchy – really really catchy singalong
songs. The distinct sound they’ve cooked up
over the years is a mix of many genres, from
the boom-bah-bah waltz of trad Newfoundland
music, to the nearly yodeling vocals of

THE WINNER of the award will be
announced as the cover story of our
December issue, but two nights before
that issue hits stands, they will open
for MightyPop’s The Wooden Sky show
on November 29th at The Rockhouse.
No one will know who has won until
they take the stage.
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We’re listening
M U S I C F R O M H O M E T O S E N D A W AY
Also Available on CD

HEY ROSETTA
Second Sight

George Murphy, mha

St. John’s East
(709) 729-3651
georgemurphy@gov.nl.ca

VARIOUS ARTISTS
Homebrew 15

AMELIA CURRAN

ONCE

They Promised You
Mercy

Departures

MICK DAVIS

ILIA NICOLL

Learning the Game

GRAND
SEDUCTION
DVD

BRIANNA GOSSE
Aera

Caterwaul

STARS

No One is Lost

BOARDS OF
CANADA
Hi Scores

PASSENGER

Whispers
Featuring The Once!

ERIC CLAPTON
& FRIENDS

The Breeze
A Tribute to JJ Cale

HOT NEW RELEASES
George Murphy, MHA, St. John’s East
@GeorgeMurphyMHA

BOB SEGER

LEONARD COHEN
Popular Problems

U2

Songs of Innocence

BAHAMAS

MO KENNEY
In My Dreams

DEATH FROM
ABOVE 1979
Physical World

BASEMENT TAPES

Lullaby &...
the Ceaseless Roar

FALL COLLECTION

Down Where Spirit
Meets the Bone

This is all Yours

ROBERT PLANT

is Afie

Blue Canoe
Organic Clothing
LUCINDA WILLIAMS

GARY CLARK JR.

Made from Organic Cotton & Bamboo

16 Stavanger Drive • 726-0254

ELLIOTT BROOD
Work and Love

& the Chocolate
Factory

JENN GRANT

ANNIE LENNOX

Compostela

SHOP NEWFOUNDLAND MUSIC ONLINE

fredsrecords.com

Lost on the River
All Star Line-Up

PRIMUS

Live

YULE TUNES

BLUE RODEO

RYAN ADAMS

ALT J

Ride Out

Nostalgia

GIFT CERTIFICATES

Merrie Christmas
to You

BEACH BOYS
Christmas
Album

198

753 9191

Duckworth
Street
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The Black
Sheep is Not the
New Scanlon’s

O’Brien’s
Music: The
Closed Sign
of the Times?

There’s a new bar on
Water Street that’s easy
to lump into “new owner,
same spot” territory.

BY CHAD PELLEY

Whenever someone or something

spoke to you, encouraging

dies, we glorify it, we saint

you to pursue traditional

them, Michael Jackson goes

who laments the ‘days gone by’

from being a questionable man
to a misunderstood genius, and

music. I’m not really someone

Are we
to blame for the
closure of this
cultural hub?

and for a folklorist, I’m really all

because their bills outweigh
their income. Did this happen
because we’re all shopping for
cheaper chainstore prices on our

instruments and strings? Is it because

about progress - but I can’t help think St.

we’re all at Wal-mart, looking to save a buck

John’s really lost something with the closing of

on Shanneygannock? If so, look at the cost

Joan Rivers’ judgmental nature

O’Briens. A little bit of our identity and a little

of that on our community. The only common

gets sanitized as “she was never

bit of what makes us great shut down as well.”

complaint I receive as editor of The Overcast

afraid to speak her mind.”
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is that some of the articles in the retail and
We’ve all seen the movies where a record

restaurant sections are “too positive,” and

store or a movie store was more than a

read like advertorials. It’s a fair critique, but

Since October’s announcement that

retail store, and O’Brien’s was that kind of

I’m happy to take that flogging for men like

O’Brien’s Music closed for financial reasons,

place, and had been since 1939, when Gord’s

Gord O’Brien, because those complaints

we’re seeing the same thing happen.

sixteen year old father bought the building.

come from people who don’t know how hard

We’re hearing the words, “institution” and

The O’Brien family did more than just sell

it is to be an entrepreneur in a world of online

“irreplaceable loss.”

music by, and instruments to locals – they

deals and big box store wastelands. As we’re

took pride in being a contributing partner

seeing with the closure of O’Brien’s – we

The difference with O’Brien’s is that the

in the creation and promotion of albums by

won’t know what we’ve got ‘til it’s gone. Our

place was always something pure and good

Newfoundland artists. They’d put new bands

culture included.

and special, and virtually no one would

on to recording professionals, they’d lend

question that. Even after its demise, there’s

musicians instruments for their recording

It’s hard to walk past that sign on Water

only one conclusion: in a world of bargain-

sessions, and when they couldn’t afford it,

Street that so proudly reads, “The oldest

driven boxstores and detached online

O’Brien’s would front them for it. And it’s not

store on the oldest street in North America,”

shopping, O’Brien’s was a cultural hub, a

just the big trad bands of yesteryears we’re

knowing the sign will be gone any day now.

support system for local music, and run by

talking about here. Gord O’Brien is revered

I picture Gord on a ladder having to take

an absolute sweetheart whose emotionally

among a new wave of musicians too. As Nick

that sign down, to sell the building his father

devastating exit interview with CBC tore out a

Ryan recalls, “I remember calling two minutes

bought, and feel hollowed out for the man

little part of our city’s soul.

before they closed and told him that I really

because he shouldn’t have to be up on that

needed a string for a show. He said ‘I’ll stay

ladder, removing screws that maybe his

“From the moment I walked into O’Briens as

open. But so help me God, if I see you walking

father put there, and put there with the pride

a young kid with his mom to buy a banjo, I

instead of running, with a fresh coffee or a

only an entrepreneur can know.

knew the place was special,” says Tom Power

girl hanging off your arm, I won’t sell it to

of CBC and The Dardanelles. “This was the

you. Because you could have got here earlier.’

Local music has been blaring from the

place where the greats hung out! You could

Gord stayed open until I got the string.”

store’s outdoor speaker for as long as I
can remember, and now the blaring silence

walk in and see Alan Doyle or Larry Foley or
Ron Hynes hanging out, chatting with Gord,

It’s hard to swallow that a priceless local

emanating from 278 Water Street will feel

buying strings. And Gord made you feel like

business with that kind of community-

so wrong for so many reasons, and for so

you were the next big thing every time he

minded operation can be forced to close

many years to come.

What was once Scanlon’s, and before
that, The Spur, is now The Black Sheep.
The space is somewhat historically
used as a spot to have a drink when
you don’t know what else to do with
yourself, particularly late at night,
when everything else is closed. But that
was Scanlon’s, and if you judge shops
downtown for what they used to be,
you’d be the person looking for dildos in
Adelaide Oyster House or used CDs in
Mohamed Ali’s restaurant.
Although Scanlon’s was an old haunt
for its new owner Don Maher, he has a
new vision for this space. Don had an
opportunity to buy the bar in June and
took it. “It’s a special room,” he says.
“Nice size too, and was renovated just
four years ago.” The name, The Black
Sheep, rings of it being a dark haunt for
the downtrodden outcast, but while The
Black Sheep has negative connotations,
Don wants to put a positive spin on
it. He wants it associated with the
underappreciated art forms of quality
blues, jazz, and comedy – three things
St. John’s can produce but certainly
needs a new hub and home for. The
Black Sheep will be that space.
The Black Sheep will fill another niche
as well. In a city whose downtown
scene begins notoriously late, Maher’s
providing “matinees,” shows on Fridays
and Saturdays that start at 9 or 10pm,
so people can have an early night, or, an
early start to their night.
His vision for the space is all about
its unique viability as a music venue,
and there’s already weeknightly music
series. It’s a fitting use of the space
since Don says he’s had musicians say
the bar boasts great acoustics for live
performance. And live performances go
hand in hand with what he claims to be
the icy-coldest pints on Water Street,
courtesy of some new taps.
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PART 2 OF A
6 PART SERIES
on where to find very
specific things in
St. John’s

SHOP PORTRAIT

If It’s Chocolate You’re Looking For...
Newfoundland Chocolate Company
Puts Boxstore Boxes of Chocolate to Shame
Winter is coming, and winter
is eating season.
Nothing ends a nice meal like palate-pleasing,
palate-cleansing artisan chocolate. It’s why
some of our city’s best restaurants like The
Club serve chocolates from Newfoundland
Chocolate Company on their dessert menus,
and they’re served as they are, because not
even Mark McCrowe would muck with their
magic to present them any other way.
What makes them so special? The care that
goes into making them, and the fact that
quality ingredients make quality products.
It’s really that simple. They use only the
finest Belgian, Swiss, and French gourmet
couverture chocolate, made from the finest of
cocoa beans, and they fashion each chocolate
by hand, not machine. “Our chocolates are pure
and free of additives and preservatives, so they
are best enjoyed before the date indicated,”
but as they joke, “we have a hunch they’ll
have disappeared long before then!” Another
key is flavour balance. “We strive to find
complementary blends of chocolate with fine,
natural ingredients.”
Their other perk is diversity. While their
signature sweets are proper, single chocolates
– also sold in themed boxes like nut centres,
NL wildberry centres, and spirit centres – they
also sell everything from chocolate bark to
more than fifteen types of chocolate bars,
including dark mint, dark chilli, dark wildberry,
and a blueberry bar. There are also specialty
items and gift baskets.
The story of Brent Smith’s sweet success
starts at age 19. While in Europe, Smith
“discovered first-hand what the Europeans
had known for centuries. The Swiss knew
how to make chocolate.” They did what they
did so well, it never left him. He found himself
hunting down high-end imported chocolate,

and when he couldn’t find it here in St. John’s,
he did what any entrepreneur would do –
he decided to fill the void. His marriage to
neuroscientist Christina Dove was a match
made in entrepreneurial heaven. She happened
to have an adoration of chocolate from another
perspective, namely the health benefits of dark
chocolate. And so began Brent’s training in the
fine art of chocolatiering.
The company started out of their kitchen, where
they enjoyed getting “elbow-deep in cacao,”
using delighted friends as taste testers. The
very first Newfoundland Chocolate Company
products were sold in 2008 at the Manufactured

Right Here Show in St. John’s, and by 2009, he
had the courage and conviction from enough
fans of his work to quit his dayjob and do this
full time. His first successful sales pitch was
to Belbin’s grocery – a stalwart supporter of
local products. Belbin’s bought sixteen boxes
on a trial basis. “Then they called for more, and
are still calling to this day.” Brent and Christine
opened up their shop on Duckworth in 2010,
and as of this fall, have a second shop in the
Avalon Mall. They are also selling their goods
through retailers all across the country. The
Newfoundland Chocolate Company is also
known for being a big part of the local retail
and arts communities – from shovelling their

M I G HTYP O P P R E S E NTS

AMELIA
CURRAN
ALBUM
RELEASE
CONCERT

neighbouring companies unploughed walkways
in the winter, to being a paid sponsor of things
like the Eastern Edge Art Marathon Festival.
In short, chocolate is always the answer, the
only question is where to buy it. And with a
local source so good even mainland retailers
are selling it, we have no excuse to buy those
sickly, preserved boxed chocolates from
box stores. Try one, and you’ll never go back
to those dumpy Forest Gump-y imitation
chocolates. We’ve got the real deal down
on Duckworth, and now, in the Avalon Mall.
Put your tongue dancing while putting your
money back into local business.

Gerry Rogers
M H A , S T. J O H N ’ S C E N T R E

We’re listening

WITH SPECIAL GUEST

STEVE MALONEY

SAT NOV 8

HOLY HEART
THEATRE
8 PM

TICKETS ON SALE NOW AT HOLY HEART THEATRE,
HOLYHEARTTHEATRE.COM, 579-4424.
AND AT FRED’S RECORDS. $25 (HST INCL.)
mightypop.CA

SIXSHOOTERRECORDS.COM

709-729-2638 / gerryrogers@gov.nl.ca
Gerry Rogers MHA St. John’s Centre
GerryRogersMHA
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“As the Chinese
proverb has it, a book is a
garden you carry in your
pocket. Pedlar’s gardens
are small gems for
seekers of gems.”
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letterpress-printed and fine trade books
featuring work by some of the province’s
most distinctive writers

This fall, the Goat is coming to St. John’s.
Visit our booth at:

Smaller is Better.
At least for Beth
Follett’s Approach
to Publishing.
November Marks
2 Years in Town for
Veteran Publisher
Pedlar Press

been recognized by awards as esteemed as
the Governor General’s Poetry Award and
the Pat Lowther Memorial Award, and Wild

at the Arts & Culture Centre (Nov. 20th-23rd)

Mouse , the third book she published, won

NO IDLE HANDS at Quidi Vidi Plantation (Nov. 29th & 30th)
THE ANNA TEMPLETON CENTRE’S ANNUAL TEA & SALE

the Toronto Book Award. This very year, her
author Souvankham Thammavongsa won the
Trillium Award (for Light).
In 2011, quite notably, two-thirds of ReLit
Award winners were Pedlar Press authors –
category) and Dani Couture’s Sweet (Poetry
category). All this mention of Pedlar’s success
with awards is only notable for how highly it
speaks of, and validates, her atypical method
She really might be the only publisher in the
country who doesn’t consider, “but how well

landscape there’s the tired

will this sell?” when enthralled with a new

conversation about the pros

manuscript. All that matters for Beth is literary

and cons of publishing with an
independent Canadian press
versus an international giant
like Penguin, HarperCollins,
and Random House. And then
there’s Pedlar Press, AKA Beth
Follett: the one-woman force
who has quietly created a
third, and successful model for
operating a publishing house ...
out of her house.
If Pedlar is keeping its awards on a mantle,
it must be some mantle – her books have

(Dec.12th-14th)

www.runningthegoat.com

Craig Francis Power’s Blood Relatives (novel

of selecting the books she’ll publish every year.

In the Canadian literary

SOME GOOD MARKET (Nov. 8th & Dec. 6th)
THE PRINTERS’ FAIR at the Rocket Room (Nov. 16th)
THE NL CRAFT COUNCIL’S CHRISTMAS CRAFT FAIR

merit, and publishing books that deserve an
audience. It just so happens these are books
that often help diversify and broaden Canada’s
annual output of Canadian literature.
Her vision is also vital for emerging writers
looking for a home for innovative, “risky”
work. Take Camilla Gibb – now a household
name – who published her debut, Mouthing
the Words, with Pedlar Press. Who else would
have touched a novel that’s essentially a funny
book about sexual abuse and anorexia?
Since moving to St. John’s two years ago,
Follett has taken some notable local names
into her fold with good results, publishing
work by Joel Hynes, as well as the debut
novels of Craig Francis Power (Blood
Relatives) and Sara Tilley’s Wintersetshortlisted Skin Room. She’s also published

the eclectic and possibly brilliant work of
Stan Dragland. In fact Stan is what brought
her here in the first place. “Stan Dragland
and I became involved in 2005, but in those
early years of our involvement I could not see
how to bring Pedlar Press to Newfoundland
without courting disaster.” She’s referring
to the fact that the years 2005 to 2012
were a transformative and tumultuous
time for Canadian publishing. “By 2011 I
thought: if Pedlar can make it at all, it can
make it anywhere. Yes, insane, to move to
a city without an independent bookstore to
showcase Pedlar wares, and I have to say, the
welcome has been tremendous.”
Pedlar’s latest book is in fact one of Stan’s,
called The Bricoleur and His Sentences.
Beth describes it as, “A perfect long essay
for anyone interested in making writing that
soars, that sings!”
If asked, Why there aren’t more publishers
with her model, she’ll tell you that we still
suffer from the delusion that bigger is better.
“Also, Pedlar’s is a counterculture model,
and to go against the grain requires a deep
courage and faith in the values one upholds.

My watchword from start-up has been: Keep
it small and do it right. Publishing is a juggling
act, and by working alone I know where
all the balls are at any given time and what
is required to keep them in the air. Bigger
houses, by virtue of having many staff, by
needing offices to house them, and machinery
to make their enterprises run, have more
complex overheads than Pedlar’s, but also
less fluidity-in-time, by which I mean that I
can seize on opportunities in ways the Big
Boys cannot. Their ideas about how to market
books get concretized; mine stay fluid.”
You can go sample books from Pedlar Press
authors during a “one-day mini festival” on
November 2nd, at The LSPU hall, from 1:304:30. Five Pedlar authors will be featured:
Stan Dragland, Emily McGiffin, Sara Tilley,
Kate Cayley, and this year’s Trillium Award
winner, Souvankham Thammavongsa. There’ll
be readings and a panel discussion. From 7-9,
the same day and place, there’ll be a launch
for new books from Pedlar by Cayley (How
You Were Born, short fiction), Dragland (The
Bricoleur & His Sentences, a long essay), and
McGiffin (Subduction Zone, poems).
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Doyle was mesmerized. “We wondered what
this man could possibly be doing there in
one spot for so long, not lifting or hauling or
building anything,” and so he made contact
with the artist because he was curious.
“Me and the b’ys are wondering what you’re
doin.” The artist explained “painting what I see”
and Doyle asked “but why?” He couldn’t process
that someone might want to hang the picture
on their walls at home “to make it a happier
place.” Doyle’s musings on moments like that
aren’t portrayed as commentary on the innocent,
insulated ignorance of a rural kid; it’s quite the
opposite. To have very little but want for nothing
speaks to a richness of life that money cannot
buy, ruin, or corrupt. That sentiment is at the
heart of the book – Doyle left his childhood with
nothing but fond memories of a family life full of

Alan Doyle’s Great Big Coming of Age
Story is the Focus of His New Memoir

love, respect, and music. Though as a child he

than anything he has done to date. And telling
his story wasn’t even his idea. “The good folks

Every Newfoundlander is a
story teller. So the question

lives, that curiosity makes no judgment calls on
what was a better way to live – that’s left up to
the reader, but the reader will have a hard time

That painter from the wharf in his youth
turned out to be Jean Claude Roy. “In my midthirties, I bought one of his paintings of Petty

at Random House came to me and asked if

Harbour and guess what? It does make my

I’d be interested in writing a book,” he says,

home happier.”

and while he initially didn’t know what to write
about, he started writing stories about Petty

Doyle grew up, left Petty Harbour, started a

Harbour. “They loved it. And off we went. This

successful band, and finally got to see the

book contains most of my favourite stories

stories to tell, how well can they

greater world he spent his youth so curious

about people, places, and fun stuff I did

about. He’s spent an adult life among artists

tell them, and in what kind of

when I was a kid.”

and seen every kind of town, so it says a

interesting context can they

Ultimately, the book is about the isolation

the title of his book is Where I Belong, and

frame their story?

of being a kid on an island in a small town,

that the sentiment, dripping wet from every

knowing there’s a great big world out there

page in the book, is one of great pride and

It is the latter than makes Doyle’s book

you might never know. Doyle’s only glimpses

admiration for a place so simple and pure as

an engaging read; this is not the story of Great

at that world came from an otherworldly sailor

Petty Harbour. If most stories of “boy emerges

Big Sea, it’s the story of anyone who grew up

named Frank who brought stories of the

from poor family to make something of

in rural Newfoundland and reflects on how that

world back to the boys of Petty

shaped them. A pile of endorsement quotes

Harbour through

from the likes of Michael Crummey, Ed Riche,

tales of Spanish

and Allan Hawco all agree that, as Crummey put

brothels or lethal

it, Doyle’s book is “In his own words: Deadly.”

fights in Africa.

for choosing local biographies
to read is, Who has the best

lot – about the man and our province – that

Visitors were

Saves the Day
with GG Award
Shortlisting
There are three major Canadian
literary awards for fiction
writers — The Giller Prize, The
Writers’ Trust Award, and the
Governor General’s Award for
Fiction — and thanks to Michael
Crummey’s Sweetland making the GG
award shortlist last month, we can
say that a Newfoundland author has
been shortlisted for at least one of
these prestigious awards every year
for a decade now.

was dead curious about the way others led their

not being charmed by the way it was for Doyle.

BY CHAD PELLEY

Michael Crummey

himself” end in a tale of new riches and
mansions abroad, Doyle’s story
is interesting for being
the very opposite:
it reveres the
riches of the
childhood he’s

After twenty years of penning popular tunes,

another porthole

he’s laid down his pick to pick up a keyboard

to other places, like the

still notably

and pound out a love letter to Newfoundland

time a French artist set up an

nostalgic and

that is perhaps more immediate and personal

easel on the wharf in Petty Harbour.

grateful for.

Since 2005, we’ve had someone on
at least one of these shortlists, and in
2010, Kathleen Winter found herself
on all three for her novel, Annabel.
We are particularly adept at Giller
nominations, and considering that
it’s the glitziest and most glamorous
of the lot — with its $100,000 purse
— no one is complaining about
our affinity for the award. Although
maybe it’s a curse; despite more than
10 nominations, a Newfoundlander
has never won this award.
Familiar names who have been
recognized by the Giller Prize
include Lisa Moore (3 times!),
Kenneth J. Harvey, Russell
Wangersky, Michael Winter, Kathleen
Winter, and Wayne Johnston. Getting
back to Michael Crummey, this is
the second time he has saved this
decade-long streak. In 2009, his
novel Galore was shortlisted for the
Governor General’s Literary Award,
after he and other very well-received
local novels were snubbed by the
juries of both the Giller Prize and
Writers’ Trust award. So it’s official:
when it comes to representing the
literary worth of his beloved home
province, Michael Crummey is
officially a two-time hero.
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You’ve described the history of clergy

Local Activist
Gemma Hickey
Launches
Pathways
Foundation
This Month

sexual abuse as “a deep wound.” Can you
elaborate on that, please?
Individuals are still using drugs and alcohol
in order to cope with what happened to them
and the residual affects extend to survivor’s
spouses and children. Faith communities are
still in crisis over this and even people who
haven’t been abused directly are affected too.
Also, this issue is in the media on a regular
basis because there are a number of cases
that haven’t been settled. This can trigger old
wounds for survivors.
More cases of abuse have recently been

BY KERRI CULL

reported, and there are those cases that have
been settled silently, outside of court.

Gemma Hickey is known to be

the therapy they were continuing to pay for.

be announced at our

one of the busiest, community-

That encounter affected me emotionally.

launch this month.

But instead of letting it get the best of me,

People are offering

I worked through it and decided to set up a

their services voluntarily

meeting with this person and the bishop.

because they really believe

minded people in St. John’s, and
among other accolades, played

PATHWAYS
LAUNCH
November 20th
10am @ The Delta
for Restorative
Justice Week

The church has paid money to some
survivors, but money is only one way
to hold people accountable. It can be
useful to some, but for me, it’s blood
money and there is shame associated
with it. I want to raise clean money
through Pathways so that the community

in the cause.

as a whole can benefit.

Sometimes, our vulnerability can be our

You’re a born activist and a true leader,

You were quoted recently as saying,

this month, she can add another

greatest strength. After shedding some

and have many supporters. One of

“My biggest act of rebellion in life was

feather to her cap.

tears and being completely open with them,

the reasons why you’ve found such a

succeeding.” How differently do you

something transformative happened. They

powerful, active voice is because of your

think your life would be if you didn’t

finally got it. I realized that they’re not bad

past struggles as a sexual abuse survivor.

have supportive family and friends when

people. They just don’t know how to go about

How hard was it to be honest and share

you came out as gay and when you were

dealing with survivors in a way that’s helpful

that experience?

struggling with your sexual abuse?

for everyone involved.

Since coming out as a survivor of clergy

I don’t make the distinction between family

sexual abuse, I feel so much lighter.

and friends. My friends are like family and

It wasn’t an easy decision, but one that I felt

I’m fortunate to have so many. In school,

was necessary, especially since I founded

my teachers never gave up on me. I wasn’t

Pathways. This culture of secrecy surrounding

always as focused as I am now. I’ve made

clergy sexual abuse can be very damaging.

mistakes, but I’ve corrected them and learned

It harms the individual, the church, and does

a lot through it all. As the Executive Director

nothing to rehabilitate the offender. In order to

of For the Love of Learning, I work closely

prevent this from happening again, we need

with many youth and I often think to myself

to create visibility and awareness so that we

that that could have been me. I want them to

can actually deal with the issues at hand. I

know that I’ve picked myself up from some

want to do my part.

low places. My life has taken many turns and

a big part in legalizing same-sex
marriage in our province. As of

Tell me a little about
The Pathways Foundation.
Where harm has occurred within religious
institutions, Pathways aims to promote healing
and prevent harm from reoccurring. Based on
my experience as a survivor of clergy sexual
abuse, the research I’ve conducted, and my
positions at the helm of a number of non-profit
organizations, I founded Pathways in order to
address the gaps in service for men and woman
who have experienced abuse within religious
institutions. Some of the services that Pathways
will offer are educational resources, confidential
support networks, appropriate referrals,
sensitivity training for clergy and lay officials,
and other direct services province-wide.
When did you decide that you would front

Then what happened?

After conducting research and meeting with
key stakeholders, Pathways was incorporated
in December of 2013. The organization
operates under the guidance of its Board
of Directors, whom I hand picked for their
professional acumen. I also invited Granite
Studios to work on a logo with me, and
Coastline Consultants to assist me with
coordinating focus groups. I applied for some
funding and so far, we’ve received $2,500 from
the Mennonite Central Committee in Labrador
and $25,000 from United Way for a project in
partnership with the NL Sexual Assault Crisis
and Prevention Centre.

this new organization?
A few years ago the idea came to me after an
interaction I had with a staff member, acting
on behalf of the church. My case of clergy
sexual abuse was settled outside of court,
and the church had agreed to pay for my
therapy as a result. I was contacted regarding

I have invested some of my own money in
the organization as well, which feels good
to me. We’re in the process of applying for
more funding. Nine Island Productions has
offered to do a series of videos to aid us in
our quest for funds. Other exciting news will

I’ve ended up on a few wrong paths before
What are some words of support
for survivors, like you?
I know how isolating being a survivor of
clergy sexual abuse can be. The guilt and
shame you feel can go away. You’re not alone.
There are so many of us out there dealing
with similar issues. I’m hoping that Pathways
will provide a safe place for us to come
together so we can heal on our own time and
on our own terms.

finding the right one. That’s how I came up
with the name Pathways. I thought the name
was inclusive. It also implied movement. And
by that I mean, from pain to empowerment.

Learn more about Pathways Foundation
at pathways-foundation.com.

People
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Karl Wells:

show One Chef One Critic,

Local Weatherman

cookbook, his podcast

Turned King of

roles on the En Route

Culinary Criticism

a judge for the Canadian
Culinary Championship.

and parsnip puree and seabuckthorn

On The Plate, and his
restaurant panel and as

This year’s
Gold Metal Plates
competition will
take place at the
Delta on
November 13th.

second fiddle to the local culinary

two years; in fact his dining options have

offerings for the event. Eight local

become increasingly plentiful. He credits the

chefs will participate, preparing dishes

rise in the province’s restaurant scene to the

including charcoal-grilled moose loin

increasing number of residents who travel,

with pickled berries and crispy moss

particularly to Europe, and to the focus on

from Mark McCrowe of Aqua and The

nose-to-tail and farm-to-table cuisine among

Club and goose roulade with apple

the new breed of Newfoundland chefs.

ketchup from Roary MacPherson of Oppidan.
And he’s also the head judge for the St.

“You’re getting people who kind of view
St. John’s as a culinary destination,” Wells

John’s edition of Gold Medal Plates, a food

The menu is a highlight for Newfoundland’s

said. “We’re getting really great press.”

and entertainment gala that raises money for

growing culinary scene and a testament

Events like Gold Medal Plates can only

the Canadian Olympic Foundation in support

to the inventiveness and local focus of the

keep that momentum going, ensuring that

of amateur athletes and Own the Podium.

around the province to deliver

province’s upstart young chefs. The geese

Wells’ retirement from our nation’s public

“That was actually something that I was a key

for MacPherson’s dish are being raised to his

broadcaster won’t get quiet any time soon.

weather reports for CBC may

player in bringing to Newfoundland,” Wells

specifications at a farm in Grand Falls, Wells

said of the event, which includes a cooking

said, including a special diet of blueberries and

competition that sees the winner move on

corn. Homegrown and foraged ingredients

culinary career was a 180,

to a Canada-wide face-off of chefs. “We’ve

like root vegetables, rabbit, and berries play a

but food has always been a big

had some great chefs that have come out of

significant role in several of the dishes.

Those of us who grew up
watching Karl Wells travel

think that his switch to a

part of his life. “I’ve always had
an interest in food and cooking,
ever since I was a little kid,”

that,” Wells said, including past local winners
Jeremy Charles of Raymonds and Shaun

“We’ve got some great chefs lined up with

Hussey of Chinched.

some wonderful dishes, so it should be
a fantastic competition,” Wells said. The

Some of the Olympians that Gold Medal

quality of the event’s line-up reflects the

Plates helps will participate in the event – to

increasing prominence of restaurants

be held November 13 at the Delta Conference

and local food culture in Newfoundland –

Centre – and will be interviewed by this year’s

something Wells has been witness to over

He spent his early years at a grocery store

MC, CBC broadcaster and Hockey Night in

the life of his Telegram column and

his father owned, and in the kitchen with

Canada personality Ron McLean. McLean

cooking show.

his mother, and he began writing restaurant

and the athletes will also be joined by an

reviews for The Telegram while still at the

entertainment line-up that includes Jim Cuddy

“When I started writing about

CBC – he celebrated his tenth anniversary of

(Blue Rodeo), Ed Robertson (Barenaked

restaurants,” Wells said, “a lot of

his column this fall.

Ladies), and Barney Bentall (Barney Bentall

people said to me ‘You are going to

and the Legendary Hearts).

run out of restaurants in two months

he said. “It’s kind of in the
genes, I think.”

and that’ll be the end of it.’” He hasn’t

Since retiring from the CBC in 2007 Wells
has made a career of that genetic destiny: in

But even McLean, Olympians, and some of

yet run out, despite a rule that he

addition to his Telegram column, there’s his

Canada’s best musicians could end up playing

won’t re-review a spot for at least

RABBITOWN • GEORGESTOWN
MUNDY POND • CHURCHILL PARK

The hand screen printed
Neighbourhood map prints
are now available at
urchin, 197 water st. st. john’s

and treasure cove antiques, torbay
two sizes: 20x16 and 18x12 signed and numbered
hand printed on 100lb art
papers
a
Also online at rehearsalsrehearsals.com

ILLUSTRATION: PEGGY TREMBLETT

BY TERRI COLES

the show’s related
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BY LAUREN POWER

PHOTO: JOEL UPSHALL

Expect Delays: Construction
and the lines of communication in the city

Right now, the driving
conditions on Portugal Cove
Road rate somewhere between
“the dirt road to the cabin,” “the
Walt Disney World Kilimanjaro
safari ride,” and “cratered
surface of the Moon.”
It’s construction season again. Whether you’re
a motorist, dedicated pedestrian, or (God help
you) a bicyclist in the city, you’ve experienced
wide-spread, sustained disruptions to your
daily commute. From East End to West End and
everywhere in between, you’ll find construction.
And it’s not “city on the grow” construction — it’s
maintenance. For months, road crews have been
giving the city a root canal every few blocks. And
since September, it’s transitioned into major
reconstructive surgery. So, what’s the deal?

THE TECHNICAL STUFF
“Mayor Avenue and Portugal Cove Road are
examples of infrastructure projects that are
taking a long time with what feels like multiple
rounds of digging, filling in, and paving,” says
Councillor Dave Lane.
The most significant piece of infrastructure
involved is the $13.6M replacement of the water
transmission mains along Portugal Cove Road
from Newfoundland Drive all the way down to
Rawlins Cross. The ancient water line in the
neighbourhood experiences recurring water
line breaks, causing frequent leaks and worse.
This has required frequent tear-ups in the area
to accommodate repairs. This work will (fingers
crossed) eliminate the problem. “The challenge is
that installation of new water transmission mains
is not as simple as digging a hole, dropping in a
new pipe, filling in the hole and walking away,”
says Lane. “In fact, it’s much more complex in

these cases as both the Mayor Avenue and
Portugal Cove Road projects have existing
infrastructure that must be maintained while
installing the new water transmission main
systems.”
Councillor Lane breaks it down, “First, the new
water transmission mains need to be installed.
Once installation is completed, the new mains
need to be tested and commissioned. After
commissioning, the existing residential water
service laterals need to be disconnected from the
old active water mains and re-connected to the
new water mains. This activity requires digging
again on the newly installed water system. In
addition, the side street water main connections
and commercial users need to also be connected
to the new water main systems.”
In short, the city is trying to juggle three things:
trying to fit additional pipes in streets already

filled with pipes and utility ducts, all while
discovering underground items like power and
communication duct banks and wires, then
designing around them or having them moved.
Keeping existing services functional until they
can be abandoned — namely, water, which
has to continue throughout the process. This
means installing lots of pipes first, then covering
and testing them, then digging them up and
connecting homes / businesses one-by-one
to minimize service interruption while keeping
traffic moving during the construction, since
most pipes are under roadways. It requires
carefully orchestrated digging/construction
schedules. “The good news: all of this due
diligence means that we can go decades without
having to dig again,” says Lane.
THE TIMING
Road stuff is complicated. But if it’s so complicated,
why is it all happening at once? Since early

Cover Story
September, the city has been slammed with
construction. The lazy days of summer are over,
and the city’s roads are scheduled for every major
roadwork procedure imaginable. What gives?
The city says that most projects are designed
through the winter months and tendered the
following spring and summer. For instance,
the next phase of the Portugal Cove Road water
transmission main replacement (New Cove Road
to First Avenue) has been designed and is ready
for tendering.
However, the first phase didn’t meet its original
“early fall 2014” deadline (revised date: late
November 2014), so the city won’t be tendering
the next phase of the project until Spring 2015.
This similarly affected work on the Bonaventure
Ave / Allandale Road water transmission main
replacement. The alternative was leaving downtown
with low water pressure, and some homes with no
water at all. So, a hiccup in step one caused a delay
in step two. Reasonable enough.
THE RESPONSE
While the city’s response of “it’s just business” and
“that’s just the way it is” isn’t an entirely satisfying
answer, it’s a start. However, if the amount of
construction can’t be helped, and the timing of
construction can’t be helped, then the city can at
least soothe the frustration of residents by letting
them know what’s going on, right?
Unfortunately, the lines of communications out of
City Hall can be as disrupted as your typical city
street. There is a bottleneck of information leaving
City Hall. Most information requests are deflected
to Access 311, the city’s frequently-askedquestions and complaints line.
Councilors do what they can, providing interviews
and speaking to the electorate and the media.
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However, the city remains mostly reliant on press
releases which frequently take a dip into the spin
zone, dropping plenty of blissful non-sequiturs
relating to our prosperity. For example, the city’s
website makes the argument that the slowness of
construction is linked to “the low unemployment
the city currently enjoys.” Also, the title of
roadwork website (“HOW COME…?”) would benefit
from a less complainy, condescending name.
Email blasts, traffic tweets, and a Facebook
presence are welcome, though other Canadian
cities clearly have the edge when it comes to
getting the message out on construction. Cities
like Toronto, Calgary, Vancouver, Halifax, and
Fredericton already have city websites with details
on all current construction projects (including data
like expected completion dates), as well as features
like interactive maps.“We are making some
major strides towards better engagement and
communication,” says Lane.

We’re listening
Weekend Brunch @ Tavola
Benedict panini, stuffed toutons,
hangover flatbread, chef’s omelette,
classic breakfast, smoked salmon
& much more.

Lorraine Michael, mha

Lane points to the City’s new FAQ for road
construction as a method of fielding residents’
general questions, while department mail-outs
and public forums for residents provide more
direct access to answers, as well as a pilot “sticker”

25

178 Water Street
St. John’s
709-754-1678
tavolaonwater.ca

signal hill - quidi vidi

(709) 729-0270
lorrainemichael@gov.nl.ca

campaign, wherein “sticky notes” were placed on

Lorraine Michael
@lorrainemichael

some people’s doors with quick info and contact
information.“Do we ‘have it down’ when it comes
to communicating projects that impact residents?
No. But we’re working hard to develop policies and
approaches that adapt to how differently people
use media today,” says Lane.
It’s clear that a coordinated, multi-channel strategy
is required, but it wasn’t ready for this construction
season. Sadly, the city’s response to “When is this
going to be over?” is roughly as satisfying as the
answer to the question you’re going to be asking in
three months, “Why is my sidewalk full of snow?”

MUN Blood Donor Clinics
R. Gushue Dining Hall: Wednesday, November 12th 3:30pm-7:30pm
UC Landing: Thursday, November 13th 9:30am-2:30pm

Mohamed Ali’s
Middle Eastern Cuisine
177 Duckworth Street

◆

754-8313

MOHAMED-ALI.CA
WE DELIVER on Fridays &
Saturdays from 6pm to 4am!

MON-THURS: 11:30 to 9:00pm ◆ FRI: 11:30 to 4:00am
SAT: Noon to 4:00am ◆ SUN: Noon to 6:00pm
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Sometimes art reflects our
reality and the fictional reality

BY CRAIG FRANCIS POWER

Long ago, when I turned thirty,
I was like, What the hell have I
been doing with my life? What
a complete and utter waste.

One image will be underexposed, one normal,
and one overexposed. The computer takes all

80’s films, Ghostbusters, Star Wars, etc,

the information and creates a single image.”

more truth found in one over the

which appear at home in our reality.

The ending colour palette resembles true
colour but has the odd, soft quality akin to

other; both are arguably states

Given the dual alterations of both the real and

technicolor, which allows the intermingling of

of mind. Local artist Sasha

the fictional the entire art work becomes the

reality and fiction to fuse (as it does appear to

subject. Akin to most surrealist works, the

meet at both ends).

contradiction between our reality of place
and time and the dream-like sublimity of

The world evoked by Okshevsky’s work is

imagination is omitted, and both respective

neither real nor fictional; it is a meeting of the

states are synthesized. The end result is

with popular movies and video

in-between. Although Okshevsky’s subject

pleasurable to the eye, and entertaining for

matter is abstractions of different realms, the

games from the 80s.

the mind. These pieces are terribly interesting

carefully selected local scenery

Eastern Edge’s
30/30 Vision:
30 Projects in 30
Days for 30 Years

to be infused with other elements. These
fictitious elements are all the goodies from

on digital images that blend

BY MARTIN POOLE

numerous images over-layed on each other.

of the imagination. There is no

Okshevsky is currently working

Parallels:
Recent Works by
Sasha Okshevsky

are selected for their negative space, in order

to viewers who know these references, and a
discovery to the viewers who do not.

To be clear, the realistic elements in
Okshevsky’s work are the local settings

By virtue of Okshevsky’s meticulous editing

which frame the whole. Imagine the most

there appears to be no foreign quality about

cliched images of Newfoundland that you

the fictional elements at all. As Okshevsky

have ever seen, and here you have the stage

explains, “The computer filter process I use is

for Okshevsky’s concept. His compositions

called HDR (high dynamic range). It involves

work could hardly be considered abstract, for
the subject is not unknown. While with the
surreal, the subject and the connection are
known and impossibility becomes the premise.
Okshevsky’s work can be viewed at: The Club,
The Grapevine, Chinched Bistro, and on rainy
days, view it online at: sashaok.tumblr.com.

If Eastern Edge Gallery were a person,

communities of the province. From well

Eastern Edge was tapped into a network

and therefore capable of this sort of self-

established artists like Marlene Creates

of disparate communities who were

examination, I’m sure it wouldn’t feel this

to emerging ones like Kyle Bustin, you’d

passionate about art, obviously, but who

way at all, but would think, rather: Man, I

be hard pressed to find an artist in St.

were simultaneously passionate about

sure have been busy.

John’s who, through exhibiting their work,

what local activist/kick-ass softball

volunteering, being a Board Member, giving

player Morgan Murray would call

Eastern Edge celebrates its thirtieth year

an artist talk, attending the Art Marathon

“making it better.”

in existence with 30 For 30, a month long,

or whatever, has not been affected and

daily series of events in November that will

influenced by what Eastern Edge does, and

feature everything from video screenings to

has been doing, for the last three decades.

playing games to installations, audio walks,
lunchtime yoga to you name it.

In 2004, when Eastern Edge was barely old
enough to go to George Street, I returned

Since 1984, Eastern Edge has been a vital

home from Canada where I’d lived for

space for the dissemination and discussion

school and debauchery. I was fairly certain

of contemporary art produced both locally,

I was returning to a cultural wasteland.

nationally, and internationally, but perhaps

I mean, outside of going to school in

more importantly, has remained a site

Corner Brook, what did visual artists in

for experimentation and collaboration

Newfoundland actually do?

There isn’t a more suitable way to celebrate
those thirty years of Eastern Edge than
the thirty daily events they have planned.
Drawn from artists and non-artists from
the local community, and not unlike
Eastern Edge gallery itself, 30 For 30 really
does offer something for everyone. You
can check out the events on the gallery’s
website of course, or just go down on any
random day to see what’s happening there.
Of particular note, at least for me: Graham

between artists and the local community.
As an artist run centre, the gallery was

I was wrong about that (and, much

Kennedy’s Audiowalk on November 18th,

formed in opposition to the sort of “top-

else), but after exhibiting at the gallery,

Benjy Kean’s (Dragon’s Den rejected, but

down” cultural production of huge budget

and subsequently joining the Board of

Eastern Edge approved) ROX Tournament

public and private galleries, and embraced

Directors, I discovered that much like

on November 10th, and Kailey Bryan’s

the local grassroots and marginalized

artist-run centres elsewhere in the country,

Garbled Admissions on the 27th.
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C-Stands, Sandbags, Lights, Camera,
Action; Behind the Scenes on Local
Film Sets

BY MARK HOFFE

The spotlight so often shines

with your gear lists and had to live with what

on the glitz and glam of the film

you got,” explains veteran gaffer and head of

industry that it’s easy to forget
who rigged the spotlight. Grips
and electrics.
They do the work that precedes the sound
speeding, the camera rolling, and the
director’s infamous “Action!” Without this
vital crew’s hard-earned technical skills and
precision speed, carefully woven budgets
would bust at the seams.
Grips lug, build, move, and maintain the
equipment that supports the lights and
cameras. From C-stands to dolly rigs, the
grips lay the foundations on which the scene
set-ups are built. Electrics, or the lighting
department, haul mountains of cables and
lights to provide power and meet each
scene’s lighting needs.
Intricately linked, each department has a
separate hierarchy. The Key Grip heads the
grip department, followed by the Best Boy
and a crew of grips. The Gaffer supervises
the electrics with a second-in-command also
called the Best Boy. Confused? The term

ASCO Robert J. Petrie. “Plus we had to pay
a driver and genny operator without a tax
credit.” A significant added expense.
ASCO also provides generous discounts to
enable low-budget productions on a regular
basis. “The rates are locally negotiated with
the producers and discounted to suit their
budgets,” explains Petrie. “The importance
of ASCO cannot be overstated for the film
industry in Newfoundland,” says local gaffer
Andrew Best. “ASCO gives the film industry in
Newfoundland more independence through
its continued support of local production.”
Even with all of these benefits, grips and
electrics face many challenges. One of those
is the ever-evolving shift from celluloid to
digital and the increased speed of film sets.
“Cameras used to be so big, heavy, and
expensive that careful planning would go
into each shot,” explains grip-cum-electric
Thomas Kelly. “Everything now is digital and
by moving the camera a small amount one
might notice a reflection, a shadow, or a glare
that a grip or electric is trained to deal with.”

stems from pre-union days. A department

Knowledge of what grips and electrics

head in need of another body would say,

do benefits all aspiring and experienced

“Lend me your best boy.” The term stuck.

filmmakers. “Carry the cable, lights, stands
and sand bags. Learn how and why this stuff

Newfoundland and Labrador is lucky to have

is used,” stresses Petrie. “Learning from the

the Atlantic Studios Co-operative (ASCO) to

ground up will enable you to effectively direct

provide the best lighting and grip equipment

or photograph your project because you will

available. A non-profit organization with

understand that every decision you make

producers and technicians as members,

costs your producer time and money.”

profits are reinvested to renew and maintain
equipment.

After all, time is money.
Especially in the film

Before ASCO was established in 2004,

industry. Just ask a grip

productions rented and shipped gear from

or electric the next time

mainland companies. “You had to be right on

you see one.
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Sugar: The Other
Addictive White
Powder
BY ERIN CHAFE

Comparing sugar to narcotics
seems rather extreme. I get it.
But misunderstanding sugar
and its relationship with
your body should be of bigger
concern to North Americans
than the war on drugs. Sugar is
everywhere, and all refined and
processed food has the ability
to turn us into slaves to our
cravings.
For example, our blood sugars are slightly
lower in the morning as we’ve been
essentially fasting while sleeping. Perhaps we
skip a proper breakfast and have something

Science!
What Turned the Burin’s
Shores Blue in October
Was Not Unprecedented

squirts, sea pork (yes, seriously), pyrosomes,
and salps. The name tunicate comes from the
protective tunic surrounding their body. Salps
move and eat at the same time, sucking in
water, eating the microscopic algae in that
water, and then squirting the water out of
their other end to move.

In early October, weird blue blooms of tiny
sea creatures coated the shores of the Burin
Peninsula, covering beaches in gelatinous
slicks that looked to be “almost breathing,”
as the initial NTV report declared. Locals
claimed it was an unprecedented sight in
their towns. At first it was a mystery, then
it was identified as a glob of ctenophores,
and eventually the gavel cracked, declaring
them to be something only marine biology
students might have heard of: salps. But the
question remained: why haven’t locals seen
this salp-epidemic before, and also: what
the hell are salps?

Interestingly, while they look like weird
jellyfish, salps are distantly related to fish,
and therefore, land-dwelling vertebrates
like us. (Reminder: “Vertebrates” include fish,
amphibians, reptiles, birds, and mammals;
humans are mammals). So salps, like us,
have a heart and tend to like each other.
While some species stick to themselves,
others stick to each other quite literally,
forming interconnected chains of each other
that live as one. They communicate via
electrical impulses and perform the graceful
act of synchronized swimming together.
This, in part, explains how they can wash
ashore all tangled up in each other like
shipwrecked lovers.

Salps are “barrel shaped tunicates,” and
“tunicates” are a group of marine animals
that include oddball organisms known as sea

Salps are known to be one of the fastest
growing multicellular animals, and are
capable of explosive reproduction when

quick like a double-double and a muffin, or
maybe just some orange juice. What happens
next? Blood sugar spike! Now our body has

you. Here is a little challenge, just try it.

to release insulin to bring our blood sugar

You’ll notice a difference and you will

back to normal. Insulin is a fat hormone: if

feel better.

you release too much over and over again,
you’ll have some some unnecessary fat

Start your day by drinking a glass of water

storage going on. Ongoing abuse of insulin is

(no ice) with a lemon slice. Try to have three

linked to increased risks of Type 2 diabetes,

healthy meals on time every day. This will

obesity, heart disease, and cancer.

involve grocery shopping with a list, picking
up some Tupperware and cooking at home.

While the insulin is trying to get our blood

You can turn last night’s stir-fry into a wrap

sugar back down to normal levels our

with mozzarella cheese for lunch the next

body becomes stressed. What happens

day. Choose fruit for a midmorning snack

then? You got it! You’re adrenaline kicks in.

and have veggies in the afternoon. Replace

Suddenly we feel hyper, anxious, or irritable.
Lunchtime comes and perhaps we grab a

pumping and the lungs breathing during

slice of pizza or a microwavable lunch filled

periods of short-term stress. Unfortunately,

with white rice. By mid-afternoon we are

many people take advantage of this natural

feeling more tired than we have ever in life…

stopgap throughout the day. Long-term

so we get another coffee.

abuse can lead to hormone imbalance,
chronic inflammation, and weight gain.

Do we have trouble sleeping by any chance?

at least one coffee a day with a green tea
and be sure to keep your water intake up.
By following these simple steps you are
heading in the right direction to battle an
addiction that you might not have known
that you have.

That’s because you’ve been unknowingly

So what can we do? Give up everything we’ve

riding an adrenaline roller coaster all day.

ever known and just eat kale? No, that’s not

Erin Chafe is a Registered Holistic

Adrenaline kicks in to keep the blood

the answer, although kale is very good for

Nutritionist and owner of Healthy Blossom.

things are going their way, like a month
of ocean currents and temperatures that
create an abundant food supply. What
happened here on our shores in October has
happened elsewhere before. Like California
in 2012. It was an epidemic. While salps
are not able to hurt us in terms of biting,
stinging, shrieking, or stinking ... they can
exist in tumultuous blooms that wreak
havoc on fisheries and man-made objects.
In California, their sheer abundance in the
water meant that any trawl net trying to
sweep through them was likely to tear from
their combined weight.
Nothing in nature is random, this happened
for a reason; the salps were responding to
something, but that something remains
unknown. As for the unprecedented blooms
in places like Burin and California, some
unverified theories state that the world’s
oceans are being overtaken by gelatinous
life forms because they better tolerate
human pollution. Maybe salps are just sizing
up the earth for when we pollute ourselves
into extinction. We are, after all, descendents
of sea creatures whose fins turned to limbs
and gills to lungs.
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this yeast for wine making, leavening bread,
and brewing beer. Ale yeast strains used for
brewing beer have been carefully selected
over time to impart the range of aromatics

Lager and Ale

called esters. These play an important role in
beer styles, imparting banana-like aromas in
Hefeweizens and a red fruit character in Scotch

In the taxonomy of beer, there
are traditionally two kingdoms:

Ales. Ale yeast thrives at producing complex
yeast flavours at roughly room temperature.

lagers and ales. The lager

German brewers had long practiced a process

kingdom is often thought to be

of cold storage on their beers to provide a

made up of crisp and light beers,

smoother and mellower taste, using cellars
and caves before refrigeration. In English, this

while ales are thought to be

cold conditioning process became known as

heavy and bitter.

lagering, borrowing from the German word
for “to stock.”Ales like Altbier and Cream Ales

research suggests that lager yeast developed

malts are used to make the strong, dark,

from an accidental crossbreeding of ale

and chocolaty Baltic Porter a robust lager,

yeast with a South American yeast following

while an abundance of spicy noble hops make

the Columbian Exchange of Fifteenth and

traditional Pilsners bright and assertive.

Sixteenth centuries. Brewing with this hybrid

These are only a few examples showing how

yeast for centuries resulted in yeast that

lagers can be full flavoured, rich beers.

undergo a period of lagering to decrease the

produced fewer esters and was capable of

esters traditionally associated with ale yeast.

fermenting at colder temperatures.

Years of brewing lagered ales, however,

During the twentieth century a preference for

numerous different ways to produce an

again provided an opportunity for artificial

low flavour beers developed in North America.

endless range of beers. Other members of the

combinations yeast strains, fermentation

selection to specialize yeasts for the colder,

Big brewers began to almost exclusively

Fungi kingdom (for example, Brettanomyces)

temperatures, and of course, malts and hops.

near freezing, temperatures of German

use lager yeast, cold fermentation, and pale

are also being used to brew exciting “wild”

Ale yeast, a Fungi know as Saccharomyces

caves. Lager yeast, known technically as

malts (and rice and corn) to reduce the flavour

beers. Ales and lagers are only one possible

cerevisiae, has been used by humans for

Saccharomyces pastorianus, is different

of beer. Lager came to be a shorthand for

way of mapping out the world of beer.

thousands of years. Using artificial selection,

species of fungi which, in the long history of

fizzy, yellow alcohol water. But lagers do

Exploring beyond their boarders, and within

humans have specialized different strains of

beer, is a relatively recent addition. Current

not need to be pale or light flavoured. Dark

them, has never been more exciting.

MONEY TALKS WITH LESLIE PENNEY

did it come from? What you didn’t fathom is

If you don’t carry a balance,

that those Air Miles back at the airport had a

consider a card that offers

little catch to it – you just signed up for a new

cash back incentives and no

credit card to get that.

(or low) annual fees. If you

This over-simplification can be misleading
and can needlessly limit beer choices.
Flavour differences do exist between these
two kingdoms, but both can range from
mellow to complex depending upon brewers’

Choosing the Right
Credit Card for You
You’re at the airport or the mall,
just wandering around and
passing the time. You approach a

temperatures are being combined in

like to travel, there are many

If you tend to
carry a balance from
month to month, get
a credit card with
a low interest
rate.

will get your money back
that you put up as security.
To maximize the benefit of
your card, choose the right

cards out there that offer great

mass destruction. There is an overabundance

travel mile rewards. And be careful

of credit cards available out there and

with store credit cards. They can lure you in

over your limit, and be sure to review your

knowing which one is right for you may be

with an attractive promotion, but if that card

statements on a regular basis to ensure there

tough. I don’t know what will work for you

can only be used at that particular store, it

are no unapproved charges on your card.

personally, but try to choose one that fits your

may not be the best strategy. You don’t want

lifestyle.

to be going around with 15 store-specific
credit cards in your pocket.

If you tend to carry a balance from month to
month, be sure to get one with a low interest

If you’re just establishing or re-establishing

rate so that more of your minimum payment

your credit, you can get a secured credit

gets applied to the balance instead of it all

card as well, by providing a bank draft in the

So you proceed to fill out the paperwork, and

going to interest. If you carry a balance of

amount of the credit limit as security for the

before you know it you’re thinking about your

$5,000 at 14% APR, paying the minimum

credit card company. This way there is no risk

next trip with your windfall of Air Miles. A few

payment of 2% of your balance, it will take

to them and you get a credit card to begin

weeks down the road you receive a new credit

you 22 years to pay it off and you’ll pay over

building your credit. It works the same as

card in the mail and you’re wondering where

$5,887 in interest.

any normal credit card and when you wish to

doesn’t, right?

move on to a new one you

Credit cards can be useful tools or weapons of

table and the friendly lady asks
if you’d like 1000 Air Miles? Who

Today, yeast species and fermentation

one, ensure that you pay off the

balance in full every month, don’t go
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Rethink Pink
THE MOTHERLOAD
WITH VICKI MURPHY

I’m sorting through my son’s
baby clothes in preparation for
a daughter. Sleepers, onesies,

with a blue sailboat on it just because my
baby was born with a pink canoe, with all the
children in the world without shoes – are you
effing mad?
But it doesn’t feel all that right on the flip side
either, where I find myself rejecting all things
fuchsia and frilly. When my mom said she
was going to make a pink quilt for her first
granddaughter, my immediate response was
f*ck pink! But there’s nothing wrong with pink
or sparkles or even princesses (as long as
the damsel’s not locked in the tower waiting
to be rescued by the manly knight – barf).
Recoiling from things often loved by girls gets
us nowhere fast.

pants, sweaters, itty-bitty

So what’s a feminist mommy to do? Mix shit

socks. I have everything I

up, I guess. Blues and pinks, dinosaurs and

need. Hooray, money saved for

my girl see that everything is for everyone

diapers, nipple cream, and wine.
But wait, these sleepers have trucks on them,
and these jeans don’t have any sparkles.
Surely these blue pants will make my little
girl sprout a whopping wang, and this T-Rex
t-shirt will grow her a woolly chest ’fro (all
dinosaurs were male, obviously).
I love these baby-blue pyjamas with the
footballs on them. They’re as good as new,
but still people say, “That’s for a boy – toss
it!” But…but…I play football! I love blue! I’m
a girl, does that mean I shouldn’t be wearing
blue or footballs either? Clearly, that’s
ridiculous. So why is it not ridiculous that we
try so desperately to slap people in the face
with our baby’s gender? Not just with colour
and patterns but with headbands and hair
bows. It’s a baby! She has three hairs! Poor
thing just contorted to squish through your
Screwez Canal, the joints in her skull are still
fusing into place, and now you’re wrapping
an elastic, lacy bow around her head too, all
so people will know she’s a girl. God forbid
someone say, “what a cute boy.” Her feelings
would be crushed, if she had any feelings
beyond hungry, sleepy, and gassy.

cupcakes, and everything in between. Let
so eventually she can choose for herself, and
hopefully pick all of the above; it’s not one or
the other. But see, that’s going to be mighty
tricky when most parents have swallowed the
pink and blue bullshit pills. Chances are, my
little girl is going to want to wear what other
little girls wear. And that’s probably going to
be a pink tutu, every damn day. Worse case

Red Teeth: TMI on
Cabernet Sauvignon
BY CHAD PELLEY

Cabernet sauvignon is hands
down the most common
and popular red wine grape
as both a varietal and in
blends … so why don’t you
know more about it?
Chances are if you’re drinking red wine, it’s
a cabernet sauvignon, or a blend in which
the cabernet sauvignon grape is a major
component, because wines made from this
grape appeal to the senses, and it’s an easy
grape to grow. That said, if grown in too cool
a climate, it tastes relatively thin and lifeless,
and if the region is too warm one year,
that vintage will take on an overwhelming
bouquet of cooked fruit.
FIVE CABERNET SAUVIGNON SWEET
SPOTS AROUND THE WORLD

scenario, it’ll also say “I love shopping.” Cringe.
No matter how hard I’ve worked to spare Max
from the gender gap crap, sometimes he still
says things like, “Let’s give Daddy the purple
plate so he’ll think he’s a girl.” Like WTF, man?
Have you heard nothing I’ve said these past five
years? Clearly mine is not the only voice getting
in. The only way to evade the hogwash is to lock
him up with no TV, no friends, no nutting. And
obviously that’d be a flop, unless I like a bit of
sociopath sprinkled in with my feminist.
Guys. Guys! It’s all a scheme to sell us stuff. In
the 1920s, someone decided blue was for boys
and pink was for girls (it was the exact opposite
before then!) and the marketing machine
went full bore. It’s out of hand now, gone way
beyond colour. Just last year, The Children’s

In the Bordeaux region of France, cabernet
sauvignon acts as the backbone of all blends,
and “Bordeaux blends” are acclaimed as
some of the world’s finest wines. Anything
at the NLC’s France section with Bordeaux
on the label is a Bordeaux blend. Try a few,
find one you love, and it’ll become a go to.
The other grapes, added in varying degrees
to these blends, tend to be cabernet franc,
merlot, malbec and petit verdot. French soil
produces cabs known to be a little smoother
than elsewhere in the world.
California’s cabernet sauvignons are
described as “opulent,” and you don’t even
need to know what that word means to
gather it’s a good thing. It’s generally well
accepted that the best Californian wines are
straight up cabernet sauvignon varietals.

(Reminder: a “varietal” is a wine made from
one grape, not a blend of several grape
types). California produces some of the
finest cabernet sauvignon in the world,
particularly the Sonoma Valley and Napa
Valley. The Napa Valley region put California
on the wine map of the world in 1976, when
Paris hosted a tasting event in which the
labels were covered up. Much to the surprise
of the world, American wines won out over
the reputable French ones. The winning
bottles were a Chardonnay and a Cabernet
Sauvignon from two wineries in the Napa
Valley region. California’s “Opus One”
cabernet sauvignon is on every wine snob’s
notable wine list. It should be mentioned
that Californian cabs can be sold as varietals
even if they contain other grapes. This is
legal in the U.S so long as the bottle contains
at least 75% of the dominant grape. It’s seen
as a cheap trick to balance sloppy wines.
Otherwise, why not call it a blend?
Australian cabs are crowd pleasers. Here,
cabernet sauvignon takes on a distinct black
currant flavour, especially in southeastern
regions like the Coonawarra region,
which produces some of Australia’s finest
cabernet. There is something to be said for
Australia’s cab-shiraz blends, try them and
you’re bound to find a personal favourite
wine from down under.
An interesting use of cabernet sauvignon in
Italy is the production of blends known as
“super Tuscans.” These are blends which
fuse traditional Italian grapes, mainly
sangiovese and nebbiolo, with nontraditional, non-native grapes, like cabernet
sauvignon and merlot. If you want to try an
affordable super Tuscan, look for Dogojolo
in the NLC. Sassicaia, however, is often cited
as the leading super Tuscan.
One last country worth combing for quality
cabernet is Chile. It can produce notably
good and distinctive cabernets. At their
best, they’re very dark, complex, and
intense wines.

Place started selling a t-shirt in the girls section
showing a checklist of “my best subjects” with

The blues over here, the pinks over there –
‘tis total poppycock, people. The clothes are
pint-sized, but the gender divide they create
is huge. (And don’t get me started on the
toys.) But it’s absurd. It’s wasteful. It’s wrong.
Throwing out a perfectly unsoiled diaper shirt

three out of four subjects — shopping, music
and dancing — checked, with the words, “well,
nobody’s perfect” under “math.” Thankfully,
some parents got peeved and the store pulled
the sexist shirt. See, they’ll stop making it if we
stop buying it. It’s a brilliant plan.

Maybe you like pink and sparkles and
princesses, Mommy. But maybe your little
girl will like blue and soccer and space, or a
stupendous stir-fry of all of the above. So why
not go neutral more often so she can find her

own way. And for the love of god, take a stand
against the “shopping over science” shirts
so she grows up believing she can solve the
problems of the world with her brains, not a
magic wand.
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A Craft Council Christmas
CHRISTMAS

41st CRAFT FAIR
THE

THE SHOP & GALLERY

November 20 – 23, 2014
St. John’s Arts & Culture Centre
Visit the Shop & Gallery
Enjoy year round shopping
and special holiday celebrations

“Rock Star” by Elias Semigak

Saturday, November 29
Festive Open House
Shop 10am – 5pm
Gallery Opening & Reception
Comfort & Joy and Cool Craft
2 – 4pm

THE CLAY STUDIO
Create in the Clay Studio
Kids Love Clay
November 8 – 22th
Saturdays 9am – 12pm
Tree Ornament Workshop
December 1 & 8, 2014
Monday 7 – 10pm

www.craftcouncil.nl.ca

Devon House
59 Duckworth Street, St. John’s
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to remember their

sacrifice

A century ago, hundreds of young soldiers and sailors left these
shores to fight in the First World War. At The Rooms, you can follow
their trail, learn about their journey and never forget their sacrifice.
FLOWERS OF REMEMBRANCE EXHIBIT
Level 2 Museum Vitrines

TRAIL OF THE CARIBOU IN TRENCH MAPS
Level 3, Inside Archives Reference Room

Forget-me-nots and poppies bloom in our collective memory.
Using artifacts and period imagery, The Rooms showcases
the significant role that commemorative flowers have played
across the last century.

The Rooms Provincial Archives Division has a collection
of trench warfare maps that provide insight into our rich
military history and the important role our troops played
during the First World War.

COLLECTING THE GREAT WAR: ENLISTING YOUR HELP
Level 2

PLEASANTVILLE: FROM RECREATION TO
MILITARY INSTALLATION
Level 2 Atrium

This exhibition brings the memory of the First World
War to life through a remarkable array of items. Museum
curators and archivists have travelled the province in search
of artifacts, archival material and memorabilia relating to the
Great War. And the search continues here for items and
family stories. Help us preserve the legacy of the First World
War so it’s not lost. The information gathered will be used to
develop a new permanent exhibition on the Great War
to open in 2016.

Before the First World War, Pleasantville was where St. John’s
played cricket. With the declaration of war, it became a tent
city, home to the storied “First 500” as they began military
training. Find out how the Blue Puttees spent their time
before they embarked on the SS Florizel to serve overseas.

The Rooms will be closed in
observance of Remembrance Day
www.therooms.ca | 757.8000 | 9 Bonaventure Ave. | St. John’s, NL

